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Sun also -1
rises later

partan Daily

Daylight Savings time ends
Sunday at 2 a.m., which means that
besides remembering to set your
clock back one hour Saturday night,
everybody gets an extra hour of
sleep Sunday morning.
Thank heaven for small favors.

Serving San Jose State University Since 1934

Will inform Dutton’s students

Alkisswani ired by grading
By Nancy Burby and Carol Tognetti
A. S. Attorney General Fouad A.
Alkisswani said yesterday he is
determined to inform students, of
complaints about the grading
procedure of Dr. John Dutton of the
philosophy department, if the Spartan
Daily does not.
He said he would get the information
to the students even if he has to
"publish the information at my own
expense on A.S. stationery."
Alkisswani ignited controversy at the
A.S. Council meeting last week when he
used the A.S. letterhead to give his
views on the Arab-Israeli war. The
legality of his action was referred to the
A.S. Judiciary by the council.
As a result of hundreds of complaints
received by the attorney general’s
office over the past five years about Dr.

Dutton’s grading procedure, a compromise was reached last week in the
philosophy department to make it
easier for students to drop a class.
The campus drop policy, presently
states that students must obtain the
signatures of the instructor and the
department chairman to drop a class.
According to Mike Honda, campus
ombudsman, the philosophy department will now be more flexible by
allowing a student to go to the chairman
alone if sufficient cause for dropping a
class is noted.
At a Sept. 20 meeting between
Alkisswani and Academic Vice
President Hobert Burns to discuss the
problem, Alkisswani said between 600
and 700 students had filed complaints
alleging that Dr. Dutton had given them
failing grades without sufficient cause.

At that time, Alkisswani questioned
the department’s reasoning for keeping
Dr. Dutton on as a faculty member
after the continuing dissatisfaction of
so many students and asked what action could be taken against him.
"I’m not recommending any action,"
Dr. Burns told Alkisswani.
"All I’m telling you is what you have
the legal right to do as students. You
can pass out leaflets in the hall stating
the facts about the problem. Just make
sure they are factual. Let the students
know he is serious when he says he is a
hard grader," Dr. Burns said.
An alternative solution, according to
Alkisswani, was to speak directly to the
students in Dr. Dutton’s class to point
out the potential difficulties.
See back page

Intercollegiate athletics violates
code by distributing pamphlets
By Debbie Block
The SJSU Intercollegiate Athletics
Department is in violation of an ad-

Sports arena
campaign hit
The Public Information Task Force
(PITF ) is considering filing a lawsuit
against the County Sports Arena
Committee charging illegal and
unethical campaign practices.
Tom Graham, a spokesman for the
task force which oposes the sports
arena, said the suit would center on the
alleged illegality of an arena committee - sponsored contest offering a
free trip to Hawaii to persons, and only
those persons, who display a pro sports
arena sticker on their cars.
"We’re tired of them, especially the
Mercury -News, playing games with the
electorate," Graham said.
According to Graham, PITF is a
coalition of envircounnetal and tax
interests. The group believes transportation and social programs should
have priority over the sports arena in
the allocation of public funds.

ministrative code for illegally
distributing pro-sports arena pamphlets to other campus departments.
The proposed financing of the county
entertainment and sports arena is
Measure A on the Nov. 6 statewide
election. The yet to be built arena was
approved by county voters in the last
general election.
The plan calls for an increased
maximum tax rate of five and one-half
cents not to exceed 30 years. These
revenues would be used to construct the
facility.
The red, white, and blue arena
pamphlets, published by the Santa
Clara County Arena Committee, asked
readers to "Vote Yes on ’A’."
According to Connie Brown,
scheduling coordinator for noninstructional activities, the department
failed to register its materials with her
before handing them out.
The department therefore did not
comply with Administrative Code VI,
section 42352, dealing with "distribution
of written or printed matter devoted to
the expression of views, opinions,
beliefs, or contentions."
See back page
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Compiled from Associated Press
U. S. military forces went on world-wide alert early
countries would agree to such a force.
yesterday morning because of ambiguous reports of possible
Meanwhile, the Pentagon ordered increased security
Soviet intervention in the Middle-East to enforce the cease- measures and general "alertness" at U.S. military establishfire.
ments throughout the world.
Within hours of the alert order the U.N. Security Council
The order for the pre-dawn alert was given by Secretary of
met and decided to form a peace-keeping force, excluding the
Defense James R. Schlesinger about midnight, on infive major powers, (United States, Soviet Union, China,
structions from the President, according to a Pentagon
England and France) to be sent to the Middle East. The force spokesman.
will be composed of Finnish, Swedish, and Austrian troops.
However, Secretary of State Henry Kissinger stated in a
nationally televised news conference, "We do not consider
Both Soviet and American ambassadors to the United
Nations announced soon after the decision, that their ourselves in a confrontation with the Soviet Union."
Kissinger went on to say that the alert was merely a
precautionary measure due to ambiguities about Soviet
intentions.
Later yesterday morning, President Nixon met with 14
congressional leaders including House Speaker Carl
Albert, D-Okla. Albert reported the emphasis of the meeting
was on diplomatic rather than military moves, and that he
installations
military
bases
and
Throughout California,
too did not consider the United States in confrontation with
in
anmorning
alert
yesterday
responded to the pre-dawn
the Soviet Union.
ticipation of possible Soviet unilateral military action in the
In Cairo, Egyptian officials were not sure whether Egypt
Middle East.
would accept Soviet troops to supervise the cease-fire
(SAC)
base
near
Air
Command
Strategic
At the March
without the involvement of U.S. troops at the same time.
Riverside, base personnel were told to stay close to their
Egypt had originally requested that a joint Soviet-U.S.
off-duty
hours.
during
phones
home
force supervise the cease fire to which the Russians agreed.
"It’s just Like any of the first-stage practice alerts we have However, Kissinger said, "The United States will not apall the time," said one airman. He received his call at 11 p.m. prove the sending of a joint Soviet-U.S. force into the Middle
Wednesday.
East.
At Beale Air Force Base near Marysville, newsmen were
"It is inconceivable that the forces of the great powers
stopped at the entrance by air policemen and told that a pass should be introduced in the numbers that would be necessary
was needed to leave the SAC base. Only children attending to enforce a cease-fire."
school were allowed to leave.
Kissinger added that the Soviet Union and the United
One source said Beale was on "defense condition three" States have a responsibility to the world to keep their conwith B52 bombers flying low-level holding patterns.
frontations within bounds.
Both Beale and March are equipped with B52 refueling
"We are at one and the same time adversaries and partplanes. Some of March’s bombers have not yet returned from ners in peace," he said.
Indonesia.
U.S. officials said the alert of U.S. forces would continue
The public information offices at Moffett Naval Air Station until there remained no threat of unilateral Soviet action in
told the Spartan Daily, "There is a precautionary alert in the Middle East. However, they maintain that no general
effect but that is all we can say."
mobilization is in effect at this time.
At Vandenberg Air Force Base the operator would also
Meanwhile, battlefield status remained unknown as Israel
give no comment but that the base is on alert status.
again refused to allow U.N. observers into the area.
Vandenberg is a major testing center for missiles and can
Egypt claimed Israeli forces attacked Suez City from the
become a fully -operational tactical missile base.
south of the canal’s west bank while the northern front
Spokesmen for other military organizations added that no remained quiet on both sides.
action to mobilize has been taken but that they are on alert.
According to Israeli and Arab sources there was little
However, most inquiries made drew "no comments."
fighting in Syria.

Military installations
given ’alert’ status

Bank of America’s president will speak
to businessman’s seminar on Nov. 7
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U.S. forces go on world alert
amid reports of Russian action

.

John Caine

A. W. Clausen, president and chief
executive officer of Bank America
Corporation and the Bank of America,
will be the keynote speaker at the
Distiguished Businessman seminar
Wednesday, Nov. 7 in the S. U. Loma

Long Christmas vacation probable next year
"It may just be a long vacation," he
By Peggy Rudnickl
semester said, "or, we may offer courses during
The proposed early
the six weeks.
calendar, which would give students a
"We haven’t worked out all the
six -week break and end the fall
semester before Christmas, will details."
Brazil suggested the possibility of
probably be in effect at SJSU next year,
Executive Vice President Burton R. ’total immersion" type classes for the
period, but added, "No one has really
Brazil, said yesterday.
"I can see no reason why the sat down and decided what we will do
calendar, which has already been with the intersession.
"There is a whole range of
submitted to the chancellor’s office,
shouldn’t be approved for fall semester, possibilities for this period," he said.
Both Robinson and Brazil indicated
1974," Brazil said.
Under the new plan, students would strong student and faculty support of
start the fall term a full three weeks the plan.
"Academic Council took a student
earlier and finish before Christmas,
eliminating the so-called "lame duck" survey last year that showed 75 per cent
period between Christmas vacation and of the students questioned favored a
plan to end fall semester before
finals.
The new schedule will observe all Christmas," Robinson said, "and, we
regular holidays with the exception of have received overwhelming support
Columbus Day, which was dropped in from faculty members."
Robinson said he foresaw some minor
order to provide the required 144 instructional days per year, Maynard supply problems, but no major difficulties were expected for the switchRobinson, academic planner, said.
Robinson indicated there were a over.
There was some concern last year
number of options open for the inthat the campus’ 3,500 veterans would
tersession.

receive less compensation under the
early semester plan, but Dr. H. Fred
Koenig, co-ordinator of veteran affairs
at SJSU, said the total amount of
payment would not be less.
According to Koenig, veterans will
not miss any payments because,
although classes do not begin until
February, the veteran must be on
campus to register in January and so
would receive his January payment.
Robinson said there also had been
some questioning of what would happen
to students living in the dorms.
"Right now, it doesn’t look like
students will
Robinson said there also had been
some questioning of what would happen
to students living in the dorms.
"Right now, it doesn’t look like
students will be turned out," he stated.
"I don’t know the level of service
offered during this period, but we
probably will allow them to continue
living in the dorms."
Brazil indicated that the university is
waiting for final approval before going
ahead with any definite planning of

policy details.
The new calendar means that SJSU
would join the seven out of 10 state
universities on the semester system
that have switched to the early
semester plan.
Robinson said he sees a trend among
American colleges to switch to this type
of semester plan.
According to a poll taken last year by
the Association of Collegiate Registrars
and Admissions Offices, 80 per cent of
the 2,500 U.S. colleges and universities
sampled had switched to a semester
plan that ends fall term before
Christmas.

Prieta Room.
Clausen has been associated with the
Bank of America for 22 years, having
held positions in Los Angeles and at the
world headquarters of the bank in San
Francisco before his election as

president in December.
Clausen is a vice chairman of the
Advisory Council of Japan-U.S.
Economic Relations and a member of
the Japan-California Association and
the Pacific Basin Economic Council.

San Jose woman found shot;
wounded boyfriend suspected
A San Jose woman was shot and
killed Wednesday afternoon, according
to San Jose police. Kay Ann Knudson’s
body was found by a relative at
Knudson’s 520 E. Julian St. home.
Police said Stanley Bautista, 23, also
of the Julian address, is suspected of
the fatal shooting. According to police,

Bautista apparently shot his girlfriend,
then drove to San Francisco and shot
himself after telling some relatives
about the shooting.
Bautista is in serious condition in a
San Francisco hospital. The homicide is
still under investigation.

Fall
registration
classes begin
end of term
intersession

Aug. 26-30
Sept. 1
Dec. 21
Dec. 21 -Jan. 27
Spring
Jan. 27-31
Feb. 3
June 4

registration
classes begin
end of term
commencement

’Can’t be proved,’ according to manager

Foundation might be violating state code
By Peter Howard
Although it can’t be proved, as much
as $500,000 in state funds is going every
year to help cover the indirect costs of
the San Jose State University Foundation, a non-profit corporation that is
supposed to be self-supporting, according to D. C. Petersen, the foundation manager.
Petersen, seemingly issuing a
challenge, admitted this is against the
rules under which the foundation
operates, but said, "it can’t be proved,"
because indirect costs are almost
impossible to calculate.
This particular rule falls under Title
V of the California Administrative
Code.
Title V
Section 42502 of that code says in part
that auxiliary organizations, of which
the foundation is one, must be

responsible for "full reimbursement to
the state for services performed by
state employees under the direction of
the organization."
The foundation, with assets of over $4
million, acts as developer and administrator of grants, contracts, endowments, and departmental funds for
SJSU.
It also manages the student union
fund that was set up with student fees
that are paying for the union.
For example, the foundation received
a $500,000 grant last year from the
Carnegie Foundation for a study of
Black heritage.
Other accounts
It also handles the accounts of the
continuing education department.
Extension and summer classes, which
are not supported by state money, are

paid for by fees collected from the
student. The fees go partly into a
systemwide revolving fund and part is
channeled through the foundation.
The foundation receives about $3
million a year in grants and other
monies, about 90 per cent coming from
the federal government, for research
and training programs. The remainder
comes from private groups such as
Carnegie and some state agencies.
Flow of funds
About 10 per cent of the $3 million
goes to the university, the remainder to
be spent on whatever project the donor
gave the money for.
Out of the $300,000 that goes to the
university about $210,000 is used by the
foundation to cover direct costs
(salaries, rent, etc.).
Indirect costs include such things as
the cost of electricity used for any
foundation work and, more im-

portantly, the cost of the time any state
employee not working directly for the
foundation takes up working on foundation matters.
About $90,000 out of the $300,000 are
left to cover these costs, according to
Petersen.
Petersen admitted, however, that
indirect costs actually total about
$600,000 a year, which means the state
is making up the difference - or about
$510,000 a year.
’Trustees know’
Petersen said the trustees know
about this practice but go along with it
because they feel the projects that
come out of the grants are beneficial to
students.
In a paper written by Petersen to
acquaint people with the foundation he
said "...the university and state are
reimbursed for costs..."
See back page

Wade HowIl

Children at the Frances Gallasd Children’s eviler received a Halloween pumpkin
last Friday him Ray titans, ea outreach counselor for the SJSU Office of
Veterams Allah’s. The pampkb was gift from the vets club.

Editoral

Powers tangle in Mid East
The interests of the United States and the Soviet
Union in the Middle East became manifest yesterday
as the real threat of a major confrontation between the
two powers struck fear around the world.
The U.S., reacting like an insane animal, signaled a
world wide military alert yesterday in response to the
Soviet Union’s move to meddle in the Mid-East conflict.
The world hung helplessly as the warlords tried to
avoid their own annihilation. The threat ended within
hours. But from dawn to noon, the Soviet Union and
the U.S. indicated that their interests in the Mid-East
were significant enough to leave the world on the brink
of disaster.
Is it oil? Is it shear national pride?
There are no official reports, but it appears to the
Spartan Daily that the Soviet Union’s attempt to in-

tervene in the Mid-East was a ploy to protect its
military investment.
During past years the Soviet Union has madea major
military investment in the Arab nations which has
been significantly dwindled by Israel.
On the other hand, the U.S., with domestic sentiment favoring Israel and having a major military
commitment there, reacted to the possible Soviet
intervention like a child would protect his toys.
The Daily deplores the games the Soviet Union and
the United States are playing with apparent disregard
for human frailty and life.
Today, again, the Daily reiterates its call for peace.
And it demands that the Soviet Union and the U.S.
withdraw all military aid, quasi or direct, to the Arab
nations and Israel.

Editorial

Of duty and trust
The San Jose Mercury, the only
show in town for Santa Clara
Valley news, is using its
monopolistic stranglehold on the
print media to saturate its
readers with pro-Measure A
( sports arena ) matter.
The Mercury is using its news
pages to publicize the arena
proposition, including a blatant
vote -buying campaign, the
bumper sticker contest. The
Mercury of Saturday, Oct. 21,
includes a specially boxed-off
article with two grinning travel
agents and a car, about to be
plastered with five "Yes on
Arena" bumper stickers.
The lead page of the Sunday
Mercury -News entertainment
section is devoted to an article
assuring the voters of "super-

star" entertainment after the
arena’s construction.
It’s no secret that the Ridder
family, owners of the Mercury,
supported Measure A even before
it was Measure A, and just a
dream in the minds of valley
developers.
P. Anthony Ridder, business
manager of the Mercury and heir
apparent to the publisher’s throne
currently filled by his uncle
Joseph, is the chairman of the
Santa Clara County Sports Arena
Committee.
It should be mentioned also that
the Mercury wasted no time last
fall, when the arena question was
first presented to the voters, to
come out soundly in favor of the
proposition. That endorsement

Spiked Punch

appeared on the editorial pages,
where such opinion belongs.
obvious
of
This
sort
propagandizing on the part of the
Mercury not only degrades the
paper itself, reducing its
credibility in the minds of its
readers, but also sheds a
somewhat bad light on the print
media in general.
Some readers, in fact, may
raise the question, "If one paper
does it, don’t they all?"
The answer is, they all don’t, or
at least they try not to.
It is only when a newspaper
loses sight of its duty to present
all sides of a question to the best
of its ability, and begins to cater
exclusively to its own self-serving
interests, that it should no longer
receive the trust of its readers.
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Voters thrown to arena lions
B()Iliager
Tony Ridder says, "Let’s hear it again for the sports arena".. again
and again and again.
I do admire persistence. But dear Tony, playing his unjournalistic
double role as San Jose Mercury-News business manager and chairman
of the sports arena committee, has contrived to push, stuff and cram
-Yes on Measure A" down the throats of tens of thousands of unsuspecting Mercury-News readers.
In professional circles, Tony’s persistence is called policy journalism. I
prefer to call it bullshit.
For instance, the Mercury-News’ Sunday "entertainment" section had
as its lead article an eye-appealing piece of one-sided journalism.
The article, if it even deserves that title, dutifully exhibited the dollar
sign predictions of two local entertainment entrepreneurs who said the
proposed 17,500-seat arena would attract "superstars."
That kind of narrow interest journalism just attracts flies.
But the Mercury doesn’t stop there.
You may be able to treat the forementioned story with a fly swatter.
But the Mercury’s article "Arena Bumper Sticker Could Be Trip Ticket"
should only be treated with a match.
That’s right. Tony and several sports fanatics are trying to buy your
vote with a round trip ticket to Hawaii.
Just how low can the Mercury get?
The newspaper has made no attempt to objectively investigate the
opponents’ charges that the arena if the Nov. 6 tax increase is approved would bleed taxpayers pocketbooks and add to San Jose’s
already critical pollution and traffic conditions.
You may, however, obtain objective alternative information about the
proposed arena through the Public Information Task Force at 867-4073,
Sedition and the Spartan Daily.
It is more than apparent that Tony’s journalistic enterprise is aimed
only at profiting himself and stuffing the already bulging pocketbooks of
promotion fat cats.
Condemn irresponsible journalism. Use the Mercury for flypaper.
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How about this cop out?
The U.C. Board of Regents this week became concerned that
Proposition One, if passed, would mean a 8500 increase in university
tuition.
In fact, they were so concerned they quickly tabled action to take an
official stand on Gov. Ronald Reagan’s tax proposal until its November
meeting.
Unfortunately, the regents must have overlooked the fact that their
November meeting comes after the Nov. 6 special election.
I like decisive persons.
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Not all is lost, however.
The California State University and Colleges Students’ Presidents
Association, which claims to represent 282,000 students, last week came
out in opposition to Reagan’s tax play toy.
Apparently, the presidents association, of which our own Ruth Leonard’
is a member, is trying to move up in the world.
Sources say, however, the college and university presidents usually sit
around and drink Kool-Aid and munch on cookies at their monthly
meetings.
I wonder. Does that mean the association’s stand against proposition
one has the punch of Kool-Aid and the seriousness of a chocolate-chip
cookie?
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VOW (1/. eat iCS
Editor:
It seems to me that the Student
Council here on campus is void of
any concept of ethics. The attorney general for the Associated
Students issues a public letter
which is reeking with personal
hate and blatant half truths on a
letter head which contains in bold
face type "Associated Students
and from the Office of Attorney
General". I can not see how he
could issue such a letter without
knowing before hand that it is
going to be misinterpreted as the
official stand of the attorney
general’s office or the Associated
Students or both. His actions have
brought disgrace to the office of
attorney general and demonstrated his lack of ethical
responsibility that is assumed
when a public official is delegated
the powers of his office.
Moreover, I find it interesting
the council delayed condernming
the Attorney General for his
unethical surreptitiousness by
sending the case to the A.S.
Judiciary. And that is a reflection
of our glorious elected official’s
attitude in the matter. If there
isn’t a law against it, don’t let
principle stop you!
William Brian Harrison

Whirr, click, lilt
Editor:
This is student No. 548-90-3722
trying to reach the almighty Mr.
Computer. I would have written
him personally but I didn’t know
his address.

No. 19

Roxanne Miller
Gov. Tom McCall of Oregon has
been making the news lately with
energy-saving proposals which
some say are too extreme.
Earlier this month he ordered a
ban on all outdoor lighting for
advertising and display.
This move brought the energy
crisis "home" to many Oregon
residents for the first time as they
were suddenly confronted with
dimly lit streets.
And just recently, the governor
proposed closing down all
elementary and secondary schools
in the state from Dec. 14 through
Jan. 14 in order to save electricity.
McCall’s proposal was prompted
by threatening mandatory power
cuts this winter throughout the
Pacific Northwest if use of electricity isn’t cut by about eight per
cent.
The reduction in use of electricity achieved through school
closing would help conserve water
behind the hydroelectric dams in

the Columbia River Basin.
This proposal has been met head
on by many critics who say school
closures would create too many
problems. Os. -1 of the critics of the
proposal is Oregon’s superintendent of public instruction, Dale
Parnell.
Gov. McCall admits there would
be problems created by the school
closings, but he insists they could
be overcome by renegotiating
teacher contracts, eliminating
spring vacation, extending school
into summer and rescheduling
sports activities.
In submitting such an unprecedented proposal, McCall joins
the ranks of the environmentally
minded who are worried about our
fuel reserves. As governor, he is in
an excellent position to offer some
solutions to this suffocating
dilemma.
It is unfortunate that some state
residents consider his proposals
too radical.

Letters to the editor
I am therefore taking out my
infuriations on you. After a
request in the newspaper to use
the new parking garage on Ninth
Street I’d figure I’d give it a try.
Like five other innocent victims
I entered the spiral web edging
my way upward. Each level
flashed its sign, "Lot Full." Yet
the entrance had no such sign.
Despondingly reaching the top, I
retreated downward slowly,
scanning each level for one small
crevice to squeeze into.
After one half hour wasted I
found myself at the bottom level
with no place to go. Looming
before me was the almighty
machine, awaiting the 25 cent fee.
Frantically searching through
my purse I produced a five dollar
bill and four pennies. None was
acceptable to the famished
electrical box.
With no money, no attendant,
no parking place, and only a
computerized box, I furiously left
my car and pounded on the
(nearby) office door. The only
response I received was the
almighty computer himself,
blinking his colored lights at me.
Talking to the computer in
terms that probably blew his
virgin receivers, I returned to my
car. A fellow student came down
the ramp and gave me a quarter
to satisfy the greedy metal cube. I
didn’t even find out her name but
I would like to thank her for
saving me from the clutches of
the insensitive omnipotent.
Precicely 40 minutes later I was

once again in civilization; without
a parking place, in debt to an
unknown, and totally humiliated
by a machine.
I would sooner park ten blocks
away and walk to school than
once again be a victim of that
bleak computerized wall unit of
blinking lights. Not only would I
save myself 25 cents, but I’d be
me, Kris, and not student No. 54890-3722.
I hope Mr. Computer gets the
message.
Kris Frank

.Nixon delays
Editor:
President Nixon keeps telling
us that Watergate is not as important as it is made out to be. He
has described the efforts of those
to get to the bottom of the scandal
as "wallowing in Watergate." He
claims he wants to get on with the
business of the nation.
In the firing of the special
prosecutor, Nixon has delayed the
investigation again. He has also
fired and caused the resignation
of two honest men in Justice
Department. These two men
chose to lose their jobs rather
than violate the promise of noninterference made to the special
proscutor’s office.
The part I cannot swallow is
that Nixon fired special prosecutor Cox for doing just what was
promised to him - discover the
truth about Watergate with no
strings attached.

However, it’s probably fair to
assume that the majority of people
in this country would argue against
closing schools or turning off night
advertising lights -- simply
because these moves cause some
inconvenience.
And Americans, to be blunt, are
just plain soft.
They have become accustomed
to "all the conveniences of home"
and are not really ready to
sacrifice these comforts - not even
to rescue our disappearing
resources from drowning.
Hopefully,
the governor’s
proposal will receive prompt
consideration and initiate formation of a viable plan acceptable to
all concerned.
Rejection of his whole idea, on
the other hand, with no consideration to possible alternatives, would
truly be a tradedy.
For then we’d finally know that
convenience means more to people
than conservation of our resources.
Up until this time I have
adopted a wait-and-see attitude
about impeachment, until the
facts are conclusively in, but now
I wonder if we will get the facts
while Nixon is in office.
Tom Peterson
://lifir shake
Editor:
Proposition One, the tax
initiative, has been hailed by its
proponents, as "a friend of the
average taxpayer." Yet when one
examines the full effects of the
initiative one finds that when
Prop. One’s formulas are frozen
into the State Constitution the
average citizen receives an unfair
tax shake.
Because Prop. One forces local
government to assume an excessive portion of the tax burden,
the low and middle income will be
hurt. To support schools, parks,
law enforcement, and other
necessary programs cities will
most likely raise local property
and sales taxes.
With a shift in taxation, from
progressive- a higher percentage
of the taxes paid by the rich - to
regressive - a higher percentage
of the taxes paid by lower incomethe middle and low income will
have to carry the tax burden.
Under the proposition, income
taxes will be lower. But only if
you make a large yearly income
will you really benefit. The
average Californian will save less
than $10., but with the increases
in sales and property taxes this
won’t be a savings. Of course the
rich and large corporations
support Prop. 1 - they will profit
from it.
George Hellerich
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Dracula will appear
at West Hall tonight

News Briefs
Compiled from the Associated Press

Court removes judge

It may be a little early for
Halloween, but Joe West
Hall is presenting its second
annual Haunted House
tonight from 9 to 1 a.m.
Admission is 25 cents.
exhibits
Among
the
guaranteed to give you the
"scare of your life" are a
Frankenstein, Dracula, and
Dr. Strange. All the exhibits
are original ideas designed
and created by the residents
of the 11th and 12th floor,
ethe haunted house is
located.
Last year there were some
people who refused to finish
going through the house
because of fright, according
to Ann Madwell, 12th floor
resident advisor.
"However this year,

SAN FRANCISCO - The State Supreme Court has, for the
first time in its history, ordered a judge removed from the
bench. The court ordered that Los Angeles Municipal Court
Judge Leland Geiler be discharged from his office for
’willful misconduct in office and conduct prejudicial to the
administration of justice that brings th.! judicial office in to
disrepute."
The court’s order, which takes effect immediately, forces
Geiler off the bench but does not forbid him to enter private
practice.
1 he court’s decision follows a recommendation of a
judicial conunission which had investigated various charges
against the Los Angeles jurist.
Judge Geller had been charged with using vulgar language
to court officers, engaging in crude behavior, interfering
with the attorney -client relationship between public defenders and their clients who came before him,

S.J. plane crash kills four
SAN JOSE - Four persons were killed here yesterday in the
crash of a light plane in a field near the Capitol Expressway.
The identities of the three adults and one infant are being
withheld pending notification of relatives.
Air controllers said that the plane, a Beechcraft Bonanza,
crashed shortly after 3 a.m. Thursday as the pilot was attempting an instrument landing. The controllers said their
last communication with the pilot had been routine.
Officers at the scene of the crash picked up approximately
$5,000 in currency and discovered a small cash box in the
wreckage. An investigator for the Federal Aviation
Administration said the crash might have been caused by the
pilot losing control as the craft flew through a high could
layer.

Police raid
seizes gun

Marty Gatewood Hoff

Rich Liang, a top Bay Area ping pong player, performs

Table tennis whiz kid
is one of nation’s best

Law school conference
at Stanford next week
Students and admissions
personnel from about 40 law
schools throughout the
country will discuss law
school programs and adand
policies
missions
procedures Nov. 8 from 10
a m. to 1 p.m. in the

Tressider Student Union at
Stanford University.
Students unable to make
the Stanford session will be
able to attend a similar
session at the University of
California at Berkeley on
Nov. 9.

Rally set tomorrow
for anti-Nixon march
A rally, focusing on the
impeachment of President
Nixon, is planned for
Saturday at St. James Park,
St. James and First streets,
San Jose.
Organization procedings
for a march to the park will
begin at 1 p.m. in front of San
Jose City Hall, 801 N. First
St.
Topics to be discussed at

the rally include the history
imimpeachment,
of
peachment and the U.S.
Constitution and present
political alternatives to
impeachment.
The event is sponsored
by some Santa Clara
University law students,
some local chapters of the
American Civil Liberties
Union, and AFL-CIO.

Veterans club to choose
officers, delegates today
The SJSU Veterans Club
will hold its second meeting
of the semester today at 3:30
in Building R.
The most immediate task
before the group is the
selection of officers for the
club and delegates to

DRIVE-INS
MON.-FRI. Open 6:15
SAT.Sun. Open 5:45
Show Starts at 6:45

EL RANCHO
Rated
Walter Mathau
"CHARLEY VARRICK"
"THERE WAS A
CROOKED MAN"

BAY SHOE
Ratr aR
3 Kong Fu Features
"TRIPLE IRONS"
"FIST; OF FURY"
CASTLE OF FU MANCHU

re d

CAIRE
o.1

Rated "PG"
Pilchard Benjamin
"WESTVVOR L D"
SOYLENT GREEN"

OPICAIRE
N"a 2

"BLOOD ORGY OF THE
SHE DEVILS"
j"VELVET VAMPIRE"
THE
DEMONOF
DEMON
LOVERS"

tomorrow’s conference of
the California Veterans
in
(CVA)
Association
Fresno.
Representatives
from
veterans organizations and
from
the
staff personnel
federally-funded offices of
Veterans Affairs throughout
California will be attending
the conference.
Delegates will select new
regional vice presidents.
Torn Alvarado, outreach
counselor for the SJSU
Office of Veterans Affairs
and president of the CVA,
said he hopes to see more
positions
vice-presidential
created at the conference.
Alvarado, who is expected
to resign his post with the
CVA after opening the
conference, said, "San Jose
State is the pivot point for
this region and our vice
president is down in
Salinas."
The representatives from
about 50 California schools
are also scheduled to discuss
plans for the upcomming
American Association of
Community and Junior
Colleges conference and the
quarterly conference of the
CVA.
A delegation to represent
SJSU will be selected today.
The club decided last
Friday to delay its elections
until today, anticipating a
larger attendanc..

STAR MOTOR IMPORTS

By Gary Hiraki
His face is tense and
serious. He wipes his brow
and clears the hair out of his
eyes. The serve from his
opponent is a hard side spin
and he returns it with a quick
shot to the side of the table.
His opponent swings
furiously but the return is not
hard enough and the ball
finally hits into the net.
Rich Liang, 21, settles
down and looks pleased with
the volley. A microbiology
major at SJSU, Liang is an
tennis
table
amateur
master, among the top
players in the Bay Area. He
is currently rated 36 in the
United States.
Liang became a master
after two years of hard
tournament play. Going
against some of the best in
the country, he has now
turned to playing for money
in small tournaments.
With new tournaments
popping up everywhere
Liang commented on his
surprise at the growing
interest in table tennis.
"The American trip to
China has helped the game a
lot but I think people are
generally just picking up the
sport because it’s fun," he
said.
Although it doesn’t have
the running like tennis, it
does take a lot of endurance
according to Liange. "Most
top players in the world have
to train by running four or
five miles a day. They train
with weights and spend two
hours on practicing form.

The Office of Veterans
Affairs has announced nine
openings available in a
federally-funded work-study
program.
the
for
Applicants
positions must be veterans
receiving benefits under the
GI Bill and enrolled at SJSU.

it will be complete when a
school district requests it.
Those who desire information on procedures for
assembling a file should
attend a meeting from 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. today in Journalism 141, or should visit
the Educational Career
Advisement
office
in
building
AA
for
file
preparation information.

This week has been
designated by the San Jose
Chamber of Commerce as
"Hire a Vet Week."

DerWenersdinitzel
16.1 EMI Mini

Offer ends October 29, 1973
NM

Campbell -1940 South Bascom Boulevard 1330 Camden
San Jose -935 South
Mountain View -383 Castro Street
First Street, 1401 South Winchester. 2844 Story Road. 925
Meridian Avenue, 702 North Fourth. 902 East Santa Clara
Santa Clara 75 Saratoga, 2525 El Camino
Redeemable onls at nartn,PAnnY

ANNOUNCEMENT
WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF LAW

OF ORANGE COUNTY
CALIFORNIA’S LARGEST LAW SCHOOL
OFFERS A CHOICE OF TWO PROGRAMS
OF LAW STUDY
IN 2T/2 or 3 YEARS of FULL-TIME law sr,,oy 11516
classroom hours per week’ or
IN 31/2 or 4 YEARS of PART-TIME day, eyenIng, or
weekend law study 13 (lasses per week. 3-400,,,,
Per rlassl.
Yea can earn your
become

A cooperative effort of the
chamber,
SJSU
the
Placement Office and the
campus Office of Veterans
Affairs will be asking area
area employers for jobs to be
filled by veterans.

, VALUA LE C.U0 ’

Free Large Pizza
Bring this AD
in

TOM & JERRY’S LITTLE PIZZA SHOP
1054 Story Rd., San Jose, 297-9669

Get a Free Large Pizza with the
purchase of a large pizza.
I

(Story and MclaughlIn In I ry’s Shopping Center)
"CV’ ’1i.
a

IDRIS DOCTOR t.I0.1 degree and

ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THE
CALIFORNIA BAR EXAMINATION

Prop. One
discussion

WRITE OR PHONE FOR CATALOGUE

The pros and cons of
Proposition One will be
debated at 4 p.m. Tuesday in
Dudley Moorhead Hall, room
226.
Debaters will be Richard
Arey,
representing
Californians for Lower
Taxes and Jerry Smith,
mayor of Saratoga.
The debate is sponsored by
the
Political
Science
Department.

800 South Brookhurst
Anaheim 92804
1714) 635-3453
APPLY NOW FOR THE SPRING 1974
SEMESTER, BEGINNING FEBRUARY 4th
FULL-TIME LAW STUDY PROGRAM
AVAILABLE IN FALL 1974
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR FEDERALLY INSURED STUDENT LOANS

ei

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

8 TRACK TAPES
38
$

BEATLES, ROLLING STONES, GRAND
FUNK, ELTON JOHN, NEIL DIAMOND,
LED ZEPPELIN, CHICAGO, SONNY &
CHER

MEM’
AUTO STEREO
AND RADIO

THESE TOP
ARTISTS AND
MANY MORE...

THESE ARE NEW
TAPES WITH A
LIFETIME
WARRANTY

368 SO. BASCOM
block south of W. San Carlos

Phone 294-5219

The positions require 100
hours of work related to
veterans affairs and pay
$250.
Interested vets should
check with the office in
Building R.
Screenings will be Monday.

Positions coming into the
Placement Office as a result
of this campaign will be
earmarked exclusively for
veterans.
Any veteran in need of
employment should take the
time to check the Placement
Office, 122 S. Ninth St., as the
jobs are expected to be
coming into the campus next
week.

266-0183

I HL POLISH SANDWICH

Information from an offduty
sheriff’s
deputy
resulted in the arrest of
Edwin Donohue Sneed, at
Third and San Antonio
streets Thursday morning.
Sneed,
1856 Virginia
Street, Los Angeles, was
booked by the San Jose
Police Department on a
$2,500 San Francisco narcotic warrant and for
possessing a shotgun with a
belt of shells around his
waist, according to Officer
Russ Lunsford of the
university police.
The Registrar’s office has
no file, but he was carrying a
spring student body card,
according to Lunsford.
The off-duty deputy said he
saw the young man attempt
to conceal an automatic
shotgun in the back seat of
his parked car. He then
notified the campus officers
and a routine check showed
that Sneed was wanted on
the San Francisco warrant.

in Education Career Office
Teaching candidates who
will receive their credentials
at the end of the 1973 fall
semester, should register in
the Educational Career
Office
to
Advisement
establish a placement file.
Prospective teachers
should start their file now no

356-0427

you just can’t face another burger, come to Der
Wienerschnitzel anti try a Palish not-a-hurger.
And don’t forget to hrog along this coupon. ICH get
you one free Polish not-a-hurger with the one sou hus
One coupon per customer.

launched for vets

too. (know)

375 SO. MARKET ST.
Present Student Body Card For Discount

But even if money is
finally getting into the sport.
I.iang says he plays the
game for fun.

STEVE PEACOCK INS.

When

Employment plan

NEW HATS
$4800

Although table tennis is not
up to the caliber of tennis,
Liang said that tournaments
have given out $300 money
prizes and have steadily
been raising the stakes.

be
the
are
last

tot
COLLEGE STUDENTS
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

The
not-a-bur_gers.

has nine jobs available

AImo
low am

dles. The oriental or pen
holder grip is with the paddle
held upside down and the
grip of the paddle held like a
pen.
The other type is the
European or hand shake grip
which is similar to like
holding a tennis racket.
The grip is important but
the serve itself is the most
vital factor of the game, said
Liang.
"Each player has five
serves and they play up to 21
points," Liang said. "If a
game is tied at 20 a piece, a 2
point out of 3 is played. The
serve here can easily
determine the game by how
a player delivers his ball."

Teacher candidates register

Veterans Affairs Office

DISCOUNT ON SERVICE
AND REPAIR ON ALL
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC MODELS

A.

Then the rest of their time is
devoted to practicing against
other players," Liang said.
Since the game requires
quick reflexes and sharp
eyes, the paddle itself is an
important factor of the
game.
Most paddles are wooden
or plastic with rubber placed
on the flat surface of the
paddle. The pimpled, rubber
surface, is usually used for
players who want speed, fast
hitting type shots. The inverted sponge, a paddle with
rubber on only one side of the
paddle, is for looping, top
spin, side spins and driving
shots.
The hard pimple paddle,
which is rarely used, is for
players who are mainly
defensive hitters and force
their oppenent to made
mistakes.
Another paddle, the antitop spin is a rubber sponge
that rears off the inverted
sponge paddles shots.
Different grips of the
paddle vary as do the pad-

smelling salts will
provided at the end of
trip since the exhibits
even more gross than
year," she said.

AUTO INSURANCE
LOW LOW RATES

San Jose State UfAity
*30 er more semester tin’
*GPA of 3.00 or
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SPARTAN FOOTBALL TOMORROW NIGHT
WHO: San Jose State University (3-3-1) vs. University
of New Mexico ( 2-4-0) in the 11th renewal of their
intersectional rivaltry which began in 1954.
WHERE: Spartan Stadium ( capacity 18,105)
WHEN: Tomorrow, 7:30 p.m.
TICKET PRICES: $5 reserved, 83.50 general admission and $2 students.
TICKET OUTLETS: At SJSU - Cashier’s Office, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.
Other -TickeTron outlets throughout the Bay Area,
Santa Clara Valley Box Office and San Jose Box
Office.
Stadium - The South Seventh Street ticket booth will
be open tomorrow from 9:30 a.m, until halftime.

I call ’em
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I see ’em
By Paul A. Stewart
As of three weeks ago, the office oi sports information
director at SJSU was terminated by the A.S. Council in
another brilliant lightning move to cut down on athletic
spending.
However, Wynn Cook, the sports information director here
at San Jose State University, was nct notified officially of the
move until three days ago by A.S. President Rudi Leonardi.
This type of treatment of an individual, associated with the
demon "Sports" or not, and regardless of the rumor of prior
knowledge, is both professionally disappointing, if not
demeaning and embarrassing.
It seems to me, that while attempting to persuade good ’ol
Prez Bunzel to compromise on the athletic funding issue, the
A.S. Council could have had the foresight, if not common
courtesy, to realize the situation in dealing with this issue.
The Council is dealing with a person, not an ’instructionally related program’, or some such similar
situation, that is discussed around the ’ol council table as if it
were a nebulous commodity.
But aside from that, had it not been for the efforts of a
much maligned ’SJSU administration’, Wynn Cook would be
out on his a - -, due to the indiscriminate budget trimming by
the Council.
Perhaps a qualification is in order. The budget trimming is
a long overdue matter at SJSU. However, the way it is
handled, is another thing entirely.
The fluid and amazingly subtle motions the Council has
gone through concerning the sports information director,
makes one wonder if the San Jose State University
Associated Student Council is not a refugee from a local high
school.
Mr. Cook himself even agrees concerning the philosophy of
the move. When he arrived at SJSU four years ago, the job of
S.I.D. was funded by the associated students, and at that
time, he wasn’t in favor of their funding it. He still isn’t.
However, the handling of the whole situation by the Council
makes one wonder if they ( the Council ) can get their s - - together on the rest of athletic budget situation.
After all, it makes sense to terminate his position. Without
public relations, they won’t have any publicity - and without
any publicity, they won’t have any spectators - and without
any spectators, they won’t have any money, and obviously
without any money they won’t have athletics.
Nice move.

Lobo wishbone
invades SJSU
The Spartan grid squad
will once again be trying to
bounce back in the win
column, as it tries to pick
apart the University of New
Mexico wishbone tomorrow
night in Spartan Stadium.
Game time is set for 7:30
p.m.
"They t New Mexico) have
in recent years been among
the top rushing teams in the
nation," said SJSU head
Rogers,
Darryl
coach
"because of the effective use
they make out of the wishbone."
Led by quarterback Don
Woods, the Lobos have run
rampant in the two games
they’ve won so far this year,
as they devastated a unprepared New Mexico State
team, 47-6, and downed an
undermanned Texas-El Paso
squad, 49-0.
"We think Don Woods ( a
former NAIA All-American)
has added a whole new
dimension to their offense,"
said Rogers.
The wishbone system of

offense consists of a series of
quarterback option running
plays, fashioned around a
"Y", or wishbone shaped
backfield.
SJSU will be led by
quarterback Craig Kimball,
who has completed 110 of 200
passes for 1,304 yards in
seven games. Kimball sports
a 55 per cent completion
average.
The No. 1 ranked Spartan
defense ( in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association) will
face the wishbone style of
offense for the first time in
this year.
The Lobos are 2-4-0
overall, and 1-2-0 in Western
Athletic Conference play.
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50% Off
on all books
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Nickel Beer is Backl

Scott Mowry

League leading Spartan poloists
clash with Gauchos, Mustangs
Ron Misiolek, leading
scorer in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association, will
lead the U.C. Santa Barbara
Gauchos against the Spartan
water polo team this afternoon at DeAnza College.
Misiolek, a Junior College
transfer student recruited by
San Jose, has scored 30 goals
in 14 games this season. The
Gauchos, 2-0 in PCAA play
and second place behind the
league leading Spartans,
also depend heavily on the
offensive play of sophomore
Greg Carey. Carey has
netted 20 goals so far this
year.
The Spartans, 4-0 in league
play, hope to keep their
perfect PCAA mark unblemished. "San Jose and
Santa Barbara are the only
undefeated teams in the
league right now," head
coach Sheldon Ellsworth
said. "And after this
weekend we’ll be the only
undefeated team in the
league," he added.
"Santa Barbara has a good
team, but two of their
players are obviously doing
most of their scoring,"

Ellsworth said. "If we can
stop those two men we can
stop their team," he said.
Ellsworth explained that
while the Gauchos have to
depand on two men a lot, the
Spartans have a balanced
scoring attack. "If we get
their top men in foul trouble
they’ll have to go to th eir
other players," Ellsworth
said.
"I’m sure we’ll have our
hands full, but I think t hat
we have more depth and that
will be the difference in the
game," Ellswroth stated.
Saturday morning at 11:00
the Spartans will meet the
U.C. Davis Mustangs at
DeAnza in a non-league
match.
-The Davis game will be a
lot like our game against
L.A. State," Ellsworth said.
-They have nothing to lose

and will probably be higher
than a kite, hoping to beat
The Spartan’s

leading

16950. THIRD ST.

scorers this season are Brad
Jackson, Rick Rider and
Howard Delano, wit h 29, 16,
and 13 goals respectively.

SAN JOSE, CALIF.

292.4487

LEARN TO
SKYDIVE
FREE
ORIENTATION

COPY CO-OP
Unlimited copies at cost. Membership fee of
$3.00. Only 817 cards. first come-first serve.
Membership also entitles you to 15% off on
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. Card expires
Feb 15, 1974.

STUDENT RATE

$40.00
SAN CARLOS AIRPORT
OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 23.14

SAGES

/C0/1

10th

parachute
CALL US

Son Carlos

592-2220

school

iAt4 nuke
%cleat..
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MODERNE DRUG CO.
Open fill Midnight Every Day Of The Year
L 2 9 3-7 500]
SANTA CLARA

PRESCRIPTIONS
Presented by A.S.

CHARLES CHAPLIN
in his Greatest Role

fi you have... we’ve got... then how about talking it ma...
talent

ambition

ability to expand your
expertise by applying your
knowledge and talents to
our expanding technology .. .
an ability to interface
successfully with a
stimulating group of varied
professionals .

a solid, expanding
manufacturing
operation ... excellent
opportunities for professional advancement
attractive salary and
benefits ... a stimulating
environment contributive
to your personal
satisfaction and
professional enrichment .

OWENS CORNING/FIBERGLAS, a International Company, is
the pioneer and leading manufacturer of fibrous glasses with tens
of thousands of end use applications. At our Santa Clara Plant,
principle products include thermal and acoustical insulation,
glass fiber textile yarns, duct systems and roofing products.
Corporately, we are deeply engaged ;n extensive research and
development in the expanding new fields of Fiberglas reinforced
plastic applications, textile type products and the engineering
of new fabrication processes ...

WE ARE ACTIVELY SEEKING FALL AND SPRING GRADUATES WITH
Mk, CHEM Es, I Es AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGISTS!

goitre nothing
to lose...

THE GEM DICTATOR
with hick Oakie and Paulette Goddard

written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin
Sunday. October 28
Two Shows
Bowel Adm. $I 50

7PNI R. 9:30 PM
Students $1.00

Student Union Ballroom

A

;

Bring in this Ad
2 Beers per/person
this special ood: Mon. -Fri. 1:30 p.m.- 4:00 p.m..,
vow
. I

Spartans’ Glen Simpson scores against San Diego State at DeAnza College.

CAMP/.

E

CY 7-4797

389 S. First St.

And you may be taking a
very positive step towards
your future. Contact your
CAMPUS PLACEMENT
OFFICE Today!

campus interviews
OCTOBER 29
MONDAY

If interview is not convenient, please forward your resume or
contact Brooks Bone, Employment Supervisor, OWENS CORNING/
FIBERGLAS, 960 Central Expressway, Santa Clara, CA. 95052.
(408) 296-2525.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas

OWENS CORNING

FIBERGLAS
An equal opportunity employer
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Richardson’s sculptures capture simplicity
in nature’s seasons, trees and a landscapes
Lake," a miniature tree is
alone in a remote scene,
casting one lonely shadow.
Outer areas are covered with
transparent frost which
softly touches a Winter
surface.
His patterned drawings
are also included in the 100piece collection. Besides
being an artform in itself,
the drawings serve the
function of demonstrating
the artist’s technique of
construction.
three-dimensional
His
island sculptures add to the
viewer’s interest. Made
primarily from fiberglass
and resin, each island
paradise has a removable
frame of water under which
lies a formation of land.
A grid pattern called,

SJSU professor

displays works
at Civic Gallery
By Terry Brinkerhoff
The artistic simplicity of
Samuel
Richardson,
reknown sculptor and SJSU
professor, can be seen in his
landscapes and drawings
now showing through Nov. 30
at the Civic Art Gallery of
San Jose, 110 S. Market St.
Richardson, a nationallyrespected sculptor, is a
graduate advisor who has
been teaching for seven
years at SJSU. His art has
also appeared in such cities
as New York and Chicago.
Pinpointing the seasons
and terrain of each work,
Richardson takes landscapes everyone has seen
before and does something
special with them.

Since 1968, Richardson has
focused on the isolation of
form and content in his work.

November

Mozart’s "Piano Concerto
No. 24," William Boyce’s

"Symphony No. 1" and
Tchaikovsky’s
"Serenade

for Strings" will be the
highlights of the evening.

When you need
a pencil we get
the lead out.

Strand photos

A major retrospective of
the work of Paul Strand, an
known
internationally
photographer, is now on
display at the De Young
Memorial Museum through
December 30.
This exhibition spans the
85 -year -old
master
photographer’s career from
1915 to 1968. It includes early
studies of the streets and
people of his native New
York City and experiments
with abstraction of natural
forms to the timeless portraits of the people he saw on
his many travels abroad.
Strand was also an important documentary filmmaker. "Manhatta," "The
Wave" and "Native Land,"
will be shown at the
De Young in the Trustees’
Auditorium at 1 and 3 p.m.
on November 24 and 25.

and wallpaper co.
78 Valley Fair -Son Joie
.248-4171
365 San Antonio Rd. Mt.View
.941-3600

470 APARTMENTS PRESENTS

NEW LOW RENTS
2 BR - $180 3 BR - $195
a-1"
*
ALL RESIDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR DRAWING.
CHOICE OF FREE 10 SPEED BIKE, CASSETT RECORDER,
TENNIS EQUIPMENT OR CASH.
Under new management
Complete security system for cars am! residents
Largest luxury units in college area
Heated pool
Heavy shag carpets
Completely furnished - some with fireplaces
Monthly rental plan or semester lease
Modest deposit - and you get It hack
tithe unit is left as rented

*
.0,
470 APARTMENTS
40 C,
470 So. 11th St., San Jose, CA ,941,...
Phone, 287 - 75910
*

04

8t

j
trotm G.4.1

3170 MOM. sure

COST:$85

Course for Dec. 15 LSAT starts November 29.
Course for Feb. 9 LSAT starts January 23.
For complete information call today- (415) 254-7045
or write P.O. Box 54, Orinda, CA 94563

The San Jose Theatre Guild

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS ANDOALSI Join a collegoage
BALLET class at Eufrazia School of
Basic "technique" for
Ballet
begrnnrng dancers Small classes
Beverly
attention.
individual
Eufrazia Grant, Dir 141 1300
PRICES ARE BEST AT SAN JOSE
WATERBED CO. 4S4 W. Santa Clara
St. 801 Almaden Ave.
FRIDAY IT’S FRIDAY NITE COF
FEE HOUSE Live music and
goodies 13 12 10th and San Carlos
APPLICATIONS FOR AS PROGRAM
BOARD are now being accepted
Interested students should apply at
the Associated Students Office in the
Student Union

Lathr craft
tools & supplies.
Buckles, belt blanks, dye, rivets,
labor, purse kits, patterns, advice
Orange Peal Craft Gallery 257 4298
YOGA. Individual lessons. Postures
suited to your body, health needs
and philosophy
Teacher
Craig
Wilson,
student
of
T K V
Desikachar, India
Call 327 5061,
Palo Alto
PARKING: 2 blocks from library 16,00
per month 293 4275

son Jose paint

.
."’
ar

Instruction exclusively in exam -taking techniques
used successfully by California Pre -Law Students.
Taught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers.

Produced try

CHARLIE CHAPLIN FILM SERIES
"Great Dictator"
Sun. Oct 28,
Student Union Ballroom 2 shows 7 &
9.30 pm Students SI Gen Public
SI 50 Presented by AS
FRIDAY FLICK IS Kelly’s Heroes"
An uncut, pure, wholesome war
comedy with Clint Eastwood, Don
Rickles, Donald Sutherland, el al 2
shows 7 & 10 pm in MD /Sod Oct 26
by Alpha Phi Omega Only 50c

That goes for any other kind of ort supplies you
nnght need, too
We’ve got the largest selection of all the big
names in art supplies that you’ll find anywhere.
No matter what you need.
And you’ll find our prices are right.
Because we keep our pencil sharp.

yes Dane

COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

Montgomery Theatre,
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Market & San Carlos St.

ADVENTURES IN ATTITUDES.
Growing by sate, proven exploration
of Self Others Starts Mon or Tues
eve 265 1282

at De Young

gr$

JaIl

PRE LAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR
DECEMBER OR FEBRUARY
LSAT REVIEW

19-20
26-27
2-3

October

In his "It Is Early Fall And
The Gentle Slopping Valley
Cups The Rim Frosted

Free campus Music Faire
presented by faculty tonight

Conductor Higo Harada,
and piano soloist John
Delevoryas, both members
of the SJSU faculty will
perform at the Faire.

"At This Section Of Land It
Is Late Spring On the Green
Grass Stands An Oak Tree,"
is a hanging sculpture
featuring a white landscape
surrounding the smooth
green areas of Richardson’s
superbly detailed tree.
Shadow patterns also
influence Richardson’s
work.
A slide display of a 36-foot
landscape he constructed
atop The Denver Art
Museum in Colorado took
build.
to
weeks
two
Characterized by three
vertical poles and canvas

Friday & Saturday
at 8:30 PM

Marq Lipton

Professor Samuel Richardson

i("1‘\st cc BuSififesstie
Ail

surface, the structure was
developed due to the artists
investigation of shadow design.
Most of Richardson’s
creations display a layered
thickness encompassing a
black base, and also
seasonal changes. One
should not look for hidden
meanings in his work, instead his sculptures should
be viewed as the artist’s
impression of the world
around him.
Richardson feels that a
landscape with several trees
is very common and that a
single tree does all the lonely
things that an individual
person might do.

Student Tickets, $2.00

Fine Arts 1
A free Music Faire will be
presented by the SJSU
Chamber Orchestra tonight
at 8:30 in the Concert Hall of
the music building.

"Nine Sections Of Snow In
And Around The Lake," is
interesting because it is
divided into squares showing
the different land masses.

SUNIPAY 0720973

A:0 ANNUAL Goi41

WEDNESDAY FLICKS "GREAT
WHITE HOPE" Oct 31 Student
Union Ballroom 2 shows 7 30 & 10
p rn. 50c Presented by A.S.

AUTOMOTIVE
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE. fl:
Student Refused 25 per cent OFF
FOR 3 0 GPA OR NON SMOKER
YAB 0223 Days
Eve 241 NM
ROOMY
RELIABLE,
FUNKY.
TRANSPORTATION, ’61 FALCON
STA. WAGON REBUILT ENG &
GOOD
CARE, 4 NEW TIRES
COND
1300 or best offer call 7930831.
’65 PLYMOUTH FURY AT PB RH
New tires Radiator Rebuilt Eng.
brakes 1450 Phone 371 Sall Day or
eve 146 0258
61 TR.
IRS
0
Top con
dition best offer. Call 14151 323 7399
or 321 3300 ex 4860.
’46 VW BUS ls CAMPER. Excel coed
Erg Rebuilt, 773, S950 or offer 279
1583
PANEL, ’52 GMC. Tremendous, 1420
Call anytime 2119-9764
’67 Impala 55216, Good condition 5620
Call anytime 299 8764
AUTO INSURANCE
TIRED OF
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSI5,
originators
of
Student
Auto
Insurance. who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif. offices for over 6
years No student refused Call 299
116411 or stop by 404 S. 3rd St , second
floor (3rd & San Salved.)

FOR SALE
Most melee brands of quality stereo
components available at dealer cost
plus 10 percent Additional discounts
available on guaranteed used
equipment periodic Specials below
dealer cost 251 203$ aft. 5 pm
51 50.
B LACKLIGHT POSTERS
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT $2393
2 FOOT VS 95 AND 18 INCHES
ill 79, STROBE LIGHTS S19 99, GAS
GLO BULBS 1350, PATCHES 75c &
GOODS
&
UP,
LEATHER
INSENSE
25
BINOCULARS
STICKS 29c PIPES 51 00 & UP
INDIA BEDSPREADS 55 95 & UP.
T +SHIRTS 5200 EACH. IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 750 EACH
BROOKS, 80 E San Fernando 1
from SJSU Phone 292 0409
B OOKS BOUGHT AND AAAAA
Recycle Book Store 235 5 1st St .
5 J For prices, finest solertIOn 01
used books & records in San Jose
We specialize In Sc, Fiction. Social
Science and Contemporary Fiction.
WINEMAKING
EQUIPMENT
&
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
also complete selection of foreign L
domestic wines & beers RODEOS
OF SPAIN 1040 N 4th 2917439
OLD ENGLISH $
DOG PUPS. 6
Weeks old. SEC Registered. S101)
Call 2719401
FOR SALE. Complete busnets
accounting library of nearly ’co
items 185 Phone I 4151 321 5/91

ROOMS ACROSS
THE
CAMPUS.
Boys 468 S 6th SI. & 99 S 9th from
S60 shared or $79 pvt. Girls 182 S.
10th from 565-mo
Utilities pd.
Elegant rooms newly decorated,
apply after 4 pm or call 295.8514

BARGAINS Old Pottery old jewelrY
pict
frames books turn appl ,
clocks clothes tools radios records
trunks etc. Thousands of items to
choose from
THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Wed, thru Sun.
FREE park & admission 1940 S 1st

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Co-ed.
All facilities for students. 79.50 sh. to
0950 single 202 S 11th Phone 2937374
SAN
FER NANO
HOUSE Well
located for serious students Maid IL
Color TV Kitchen,
linen serv
parking 69.50 to 8950. 237 E. San
Fernando 293-6345.
TOWNHOUSES, 2 Bdrm 9255 rno
New carpet, swimming pool, air
free parking & private
concl
balcony Perfect choir, 51 S 15nn
Mgr Apr 3 Call Cliff 2993962

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40c per
pound Any amount Phone 293 2954
PISCEAN 8. CO. has some of the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs. FACTORY DIRECT to you,
complete heated king size bed as low
as 5103. Four locations -- 1, 331 N. 1st
287 7030. 2. 1528 W. San Carlos 294
1455 3. Cupertino K -Mart Cntr 1001
Sara SunnyvIle Rd 996 1413 4.
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd,
225-8321.

BORM. FURN. APT . w w carpeting
AEK, 3225. 695 S. 11th 275 1974
WILLOW GLEN WEST APTS. Would
be a line quiet place to live 6. study
Swimpool, saunas, rev
room,
pleasant spacious grnds
All the
modern
features.
2,3
Bdrrn.
townhouses Starting 5175. 10 mmn.
from campus 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave At Old Almaden Rd. 266 1474.
LARGE CARPETED 1 Bdrm
Apt.
Furnished Grnd Floor Quiet 536 S.
8th St Apt No 9 2957091
THE MARIAN ROSE Apts
Neat 2
bdrrn AEK cots drps, Water pd.
Couple 1167 5 6th St S140.
MEN Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & Outside
entrance 406 S 11th St

"Job Opportunity for on campus
student interested in Astrology If
you need extra cash send your
name, birthdate, year. place, & hour
of
birth
to
"CAMPUS
ASTROLOGY" Box 397, Aberdeen.
5 Dakota. 57401. No fees, this is a
bonafide job offer."
TALENTED songwriters & creative
groups wanted by Music Publisher
Producer Call (403) 292 2222
MENWOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! No
exper
required.
Excellent pay
Worldwide travel Perfect summer
job or career. Send S.3, for in
formation. SEAFAX, Dept. JO P.O.
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362

Female Roommate Own room +
bath 573 75 call 297 5368 NOW!
FEMALES to share 3 bdrm, 2 bth hse
10 min from SJS fireplace 85 mo or
OBL up S100 share Util 25004.40

Local office needs young men or
women with pleasant
telephone
voice to do customer service work
No experience necessary, salary S7
0350 hr Call Mr Lewis 287 9654 or
216 8814

LIVE IN & CARE for 2 Children 17141
after aPM 6 days Room & Board +
$100 (girl) 787 1502
1st
LARGE HOUSE available Nov
Garage & parking for max of 5
students 266 77911
NICE ROOM FREE in exchange for
occasional babysitting Children
attend day care center & mother
attends 5.15 full time Grad student
or upper div female pref Call 241
4646 after 6 pm

APARTMENT MANAGER 12 units
generous rent allowance, handy
reliable couple, Bondable 2961123
PART TIME GAL to watch office of
large apt complex. Answer phones
accept rent payments show apts $2.
hr on Flex
schedule to include
Sundays Phone 297 1200
COACH
PART
TIME
SWIM
to 2,
POSITION late afternoons
nrs, 3 to 5days a week during school
year & daily during summer Most,
be avail for 10 mos starting Nov. 5
to end of Aug Min Pay SI00 a mu
Possible to increase to $200 2932293

MANAGERSTUDENT wants hep
male roomy under 22 to share 2
b.f.’) apt low rent .n exchange for
light duties Berm turn. needed
266 6082
SUPER LARGE 1 bdrrn apt 1 1.3 bath,
sunny, new carpets, ideal for 3.
blk front campus 439 S 4th SI. 998
8619 S150.
SHARE A MT. HOME WITH A
Open for student or
COUPLE
couple Very quiet & peaceful in mt.
above Los Gatos Wardell or Cherro

WANTED: PIANO PLAYER to play
With heroic, band (old time music)
weekends Call 356-240.1, Los Gatos
GRAD STUOENT TO ASSIST IN
RESEARCH WRITING OF 19 A.
THESIS (Chicano Power) Fee
negotiable
Call Antonio 984 4931
(day) 2649046 (nit.
DRIVERS for ice
MEN
WOMEN
cream, candy, soft drink route
Arrange a work schedule corn
Instable with class schedule 30 to SO
per cent comm Troprral Ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 2074228

353 2019
CLEAN. COMFORTABLE, FUR.
RUSHED ONE BEDROOM APT.
$130 1.33 S 9th St Call 281 7474 or
299 7332
Quiet Irg rooms,
APTS. FOR RENT
W W
turn
studios IL I Bdrms
room. 1
carpets, swim pool, rev
Bdrm $00 Studios $100 620 5 0th
St S J
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to
share 2 bdrrn house w 3 other girls
Prefer Sr
non smoker S57 SO rno
793 2338
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT. .1
block from library Pets OK $120
per month Call 297 7387

RN’S AIDES AND ORDERLIES. Full
or part time Best pay in Bay Area
Pick your hrs. 293-0112
BABYSITTER for one child Ott To
Th Fri, 2 blks from campus, call
2925193
.
Australia,
JOBS
OVERSEAS
Europe, S America. Africa, etc.
Students all professions & oc
cupations 1700. to 4301:13 monthly
Expenses paid, overtime Free
trans world
Write
information
research co dept a 1, P0. BOA 603.
Corte Madera. CA 94925

from
block
OFFICE
SPACE:,
campus on ath St Can be used as
work studio 560 month Call 287 7387
GIRLS: 2 bdrrn lure apartment $130
3 bdrrn furnished apartment $165 1
furnished apartment SI’S
bdrrn
Studio apartment furnished 5100 All
’7 blk SJSU
apartments reduced
419 So 10th St loam 2 30 P
WANTED:Instructor wishes to sub let
Or rent 2 or 3 bedroom house from
January or February to June or
August Call 277 2817
FOR RENT :Large 2 berm turn house
656 5 9th St Girls Only Call Mgr
after 5pm 797 8309 or drop by at 674
S 9th St No 1
1 &km. turn apt for rent, girls only
Call 297 11309 after 5pm or see Mgr
at 674 S 9th St No 1

DRIVER, STOCK CLERK Energetic
young man to work in Cold Storage
Warehouse. & to make occasional
light deliveries Most know city well,
& have good driving record Steady.
Part time work S2.25 hr 29111 4900.
Mrs Ernm
WANTED: GUI to clean duplex in
campus area Reasonable pay 374
6359

HOUSING
&dm house for rent, walking
distance to campus $3S0 mu Call
226 2565 or 294 5994
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1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS, for rent,
turn. 15 unfurn near SJSU, call 293.
7796 or 294.9535
ROOM W KIT. PRIV. Util, ’2 block
from campus. 795 5th. S75 mu 1.60 it
willing to give A hrs daily phone
coverage.

LOST & FOUND
LOST Female German Shorthair. 6
mos grey & brown. Lost near 15th &
San Antonio 10.15 REWARD 298
4221
FOUND: Kitten DC Grey white log.
poss. 7 wks. old. Found
hair male
10 14 at Ith & Williams. 292-3530w’
965.1144
LOST: ark blue Far West ski jacket
Gen campus area after Sal football
game. Call 797 1869 REWARD

PERSONALS
UNWANTED
HAIR
REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E
Santa
811 294 4199
Clara Street Rm
Nantelle
Disabled man desires female corn
panion to help him with apt main,
in exchange for FREE RENT, Call
after 5 PM, Bryan Hall 299 2308
P81 MALEC, ROOMMATES wanted
to share, house, sound proof room,
Call Maria Elena 296 6396 after 5.
weekends
FRIDAY FLICKS is "kelly’s Hems"
An uncut, pure, wholesome war
Comedy with Clint EastwOod. Don
Rickles, Donald Sutherland, et al 2
shOws 7 8. 10 pm in MD Aud Oct. 26
26 by Alpha Phi Omega Only 50c

ALL KINDS OF TYPING in my Home
Reasonable Rates 264-4928
RENT SPECIAL
TV’S
FOR
STUDENT RATE $10 00 per month.
Call 377 2935.
PIANO ACCOMPANIST For vocal
Studio Able to play Arias IS Songs
Westside 379 1648
AM FM STEREO ELECTROPHONIC
Amp w slide controls & circular
black light dial. 2 yr. Old S125. 374
2457.
TYPISTFAST,
Accurate
Can edit
Master’s etc
Near isICC
Mrs.
Aslanian
298 4104
TYPING: Reasonable, experienced
fast IBM Selectroc with symbols
font for technical typing. No editing.
Call_ 163.2739
TYPING

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST Bay area rates $118
60
includes gold & white album
color pr ints of your choice full set of
ALL
KEEPS
slides.
BRIDE
Extra full color B X
NEGATIVES
10’s 51 25 each
Staff
of
20
photographers
Make
an
ap
then
pointment see our samples
until
10
deride Open ev.y evening
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
3073161
WRITING
Assistance
277 3993

curate and dependable
Emmerich

2402864

AND
Typing,

RESEARCH
Editing
Call

RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery. free service Call Esche’s
251 2599
STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per page
close to campus Phone 998 1869

TRANSPORTATION

PHOTOGRAPHY WEDDINGS See .
FREE color slides
Advertising,
Portraits, PR 275.0596.
STUDENT
TYPING
NEAR
MERIDIAN & CURTNER EX
PER IENCED 2652134
TYPING,
FAST,
ACCURATE,
ELECTRIC, CALL 377 5142 AFTER
12 00 pm MARCIA REYNOLDS
TYPING OF ALL KINDS

IBM. Near campus 287-4355

"SPROUTS" SANDWICHES. All
kinds for lunch & dinner
Open
Sundays 122 E. San Salvador near
the UnrversitYPRE -SCHOOL CHILD CARE
LAY
GROUP tam 10 6 pm WillOw Glen.
SI 5 per day or 75 rents hr 266 5063
PISCEAN & CO. comes thru with
110 speed
bicycle
complete
specialists) parts, sal. & service at
Friendly
student prices. nearby
helpful service We carry Piscean,
Regina,
Bridgestone,
Ross.
Mossberg, Magneet 331 N 1st 217
7030

SERVICES

Fast, ac
Mrs

Alice

Santa Clara

FRIDAY FLICK is "kelly’s Heros"
An uncut, pure, wholesome, war
Comedy with Clint Eastwood, Don
Rickles, Donald Sutherland. et al 2
shows 7 & 10 prn in MD Aud Oct 16
by Alpha Phi Omega Only 50c
BABY SITTING in my home, South
San Jose MWF, preschool SI an
hour for one, SI 50 for two, Call Deb
578 4097, 6 10

EUROPE ’ISRAEL AFRICA Student
flights all year round CONTACT
ISCA. 11687 San Vicente Blvd Apt.
No 4 L A Calif 90049 TEL
12131
826 5669 or 17111 287 3010
FLYING SOON? Well "It pays to be
young with TWA" Your TWA
Campus
Representative
Bill
Crawford 1225 7262) can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 18 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport &
Take up to 24 months to per with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 225 7167 for information after
5.00 For reservations call 2986600
or your local travel agent
EUROPEAN CHARTERS Several
schedules
available
Teachers
Services 4626 Vista Long Beach
90803 433 1134
PILOTS GROUND SCHOOL. 4 day
course Nov 10, 11, 17. IS, private
1.60 Comm S75 Taught by certified
lit L grnd instructor Bob. 277 1230

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
277-3175
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LARGE STUDIO apartment $05
Medium 1 Bedroom apartment S120.
Large 2 bedroom apartment 5150.
628 South 10th Street

CLEAN, COMFORTABLE, FUR.
NISHED ONE BEDROOM APT
1130 633 S 8th St. Call 288.7474 or

HELP WANTED

4

2 berm. unfurn
$125. yr. round
apt
drapes, laundry lac . extra
storage 748 Forestdale Ave No 2
294.5840 or 293.1066.
S128 4 min drive from SJSU. 2 berm
unfurn apt W.W carpet, drapes,
laundry lac
Small pet OK 748
Forestdale Ave No 3 293 1066 or 294
MAO

SEND C NE
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SPARTAN FOOTBALL TOMORROW NIGHT
WHO: San Jose State University (3-3-1) vs. University
of New Mexico (2-4-0) in the Ilth renewal of their
intersectional rivaltry which began in 1954.
WHERE: Spartan Stadium (capacity 18,155 I
WHEN: Tomorrow, 7:30 p.m.
TICKET PRICES: $5 reserved, $3.50 general admission and $2 students.
TICKET OUTLETS: At SJSU Cashier’s Office, 8
a.m.-5 p.m.
Other TickeTron outlets throughout the Bay Area,
Santa Clara Valley Box Office and San Jose Box
Office.
Stadium The South Seventh Street ticket booth will
be open tomorrow from 9:30 a.m. until halftime.

I call ’em
like
I see ’em
By Paul A. Stewart
As of three weeks ago, the office of sports information
director at SJSU was terminated by the A.S. Council in
another brilliant lightning move to cut down on athletic
spending.
However, Wynn Cook, the sports information director here
at San Jose State University, was not notified officially of the
move until three days ago by A.S. President Rudi Leonardi.
This type of treatment of an individual, associated with the
demon "Sports" or not, and regardless of the rumor of prior
knowledge, is both professionally disappointing, if not
demeaning and embarrassing.
It seems to me, that while attempting to persuade good ’ol
Prez Bunzel to compromise on the athletic funding issue, the
A.S. Council could have had the foresight, if not common
courtesy, to realize the situation in dealing with this issue.
The Council is dealing with a person, not an ’instructionally related program’, or some such similar
situation, that is discussed around the ’ol council table as if it
were a nebulous commodity.
But aside from that, had it not been for the efforts of a
much maligned ’SJSU administration’, Wynn Cook would be
out on hiss - -, due to the indiscriminate budget trimming by
the Council.
Perhaps a qualification is in order. The budget trimming is
a long overdue matter at SJSU. However, the way it is
handled, is another thing entirely.
The fluid and amazingly subtle motions the Council has
gone through concerning the sports information director,
makes one wonder if the San Jose State University
Associated Student Council is not a refugee from a local high
school.
Mr. Cook himself even agrees concerning the philosophy of
the move. When he arrived at SJSU four years ago, the job of
S.I.D. was funded by the associated students, and at that
time, he wasn’t in favor of their funding it. He still isn’t.
However, the handling of the whole situation by the Council
makes one wonder if they ( the Council) can get their s - together on the rest of athletic budget situation.
After all, it makes sense to terminate his position. Without
public relations, they won’t have any publicity and without
any publicity, they won’t have any spectators and without
any spectators, they won’t have any money, and obviously
without any money they won’t have athletics.
Nice move.

Lobo wishbone
invades SJSU
The Spartan grid squad
will once again be trying to
bounce back in the win
column, as it tries to pick
apart the University of New
Mexico wishbone tomorrow
night in Spartan Stadium.
Game time is set for 7:30
p.m.
"They ( New Mexico) have
in recent years been among
the top rushing teams in the
nation," said SJSU head
Rogers,
Darryl
coach
"because of the effective use
they make out of the wishbone."
Led by quarterback Don
Woods, the Lobos have run
rampant in the two games
they’ve won so far this year,
as they devastated a unprepared New Mexico State
team, 47-6, and downed an
undermanned Texas-El Paso
squad, 49-0.
"We think Don Woods ( a
former NAIA All-American)
has added a whole new
dimension to their offense,"
said Rogers.
The wishbone system of

offense consists of a series of
quarterback option running
plays, fashioned around a
V", or wishbone shaped
backfield.
SJSU will be led by
quarterback Craig Kimball,
who has completed 110 of 200
passes for 1,304 yards in
seven games. Kimball sports
a 55 per cent completion
average.
The No. 1 ranked Spartan
defense ( in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association) will
face the wishbone style of
offense for the first time in
this year.
The Lobos are 2-4-0
overall, and 1-2-0 in Western
Athletic Conference play.

i

book sale
50% Off
on all books
State Book Shop
CY 7-4797

389 S. First St.
I.
7’7

: VAWABLE COUPON

Nickel Beer is Back!

Scott Mowry

Bring in this Ad
2 Beers per/person
this special ood: Mon. -Fri. 1:30 p.m.- 4:00p.m.
4010"

Spartans’ Glen Simpson scores against San Diego State at DeAnza College.

League leading Spartan poloists
clash with Gauchos, Mustangs
Ron Misiolck, leading
scorer in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association, will
lead the U.C. Santa Barbara
Gauchos against the Spartan
water polo team this afternoon at DeAnza College.
Misiolek, a Junior College
transfer student recruited by
San Jose, has scored 30 goals
in 14 games this season. The
Gauchos, 2-0 in PCAA play
and second place behind the
league leading Spartans,
also depend heavily on the
offensive play of sophomore
Greg Carey. Carey has
netted 20 goals so far this
year.
The Spartans, 4-0 in league
play, hope to keep their
perfect PCAA mark unblemished. "San Jose and
Santa Barbara are the only
undefeated teams in the
league right now," head
coach Sheldon Ellsworth
said. "And after this
weekend we’ll be the only
undefeated team in the
league," he added.
"Santa Barbara has a good
team, but two of their
players are obviously doing
most of their scoring,"

AN1HONY

ffi

MODERNE DRUG CO.
Open Till Midnight Every Day Of The Year
[293-75001
50 E SANTA CLARA

Ellsworth said. "If we can
stop those two men we can
stop their team," he said.
Ellsworth explained that
while the Gauchos have to
depand on two men a lot, the
Spartans have a balanced
scoring attack. "If we get
their top men in foul trouble
they’ll have to go to th eir
other players," Ellsworth
said.
"I’m sure we’ll have our
hands full, but I think t hat
we have more depth and that
will be the difference in the
game," Ellswroth stated.
Saturday morning at 11:00
the Spartans will meet the
C.C. Davis Mustangs at
DeAnza in a non-league
match.
-The Davis game will be a
lot like our game against
L.A. State," Ellsworth said.
"They have nothing to lose

and will probably be higher
than a kite, hoping to beat
The

Spartan’s

leading

169 So. THIRD ST.

scorers this season are Brad
Jackson, Rick Rider and
Howard Delano, wit h 20, 16,
and 13 goals respectively.

SAN JOSE, CALIF,

292-4487

LEARN TO
SKYDIVE
FREE
ORIENTATION

COPY CO-OP
Unlimited copies at cost. Membership fee of
$3.00. Only 817 cards, first come -first serve.
Membership also entitles you to 15% off on
Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner. Card expires
Feb 15, 1974.

STUDENT RATE

$40.00
SAN CAR LOS AIRPORT
OFFER EXPIRES JAN. 23, ’74

SAGES

Pileote
pun:chute
CALL US

San Carlos

school

592-2220

LO make

cudeatt..

PRESCRIPTIONS
Presented by A.S.

CHARLES CHAPLIN
in his Greatest Role

f/ you have... we’ve got... then how about talking it over...
talent ... ambition
ability to expand your
expertise by applying your
knowledge and talents to
our expanding technology
an ability to interface
successfully with a
stimulating group of varied
professionals ...

a solid, expanding
manufacturing
operation ... excellent
opportunities for professional advancement ..
attractive salary and
benefits ... a stimulating
environment contributive
to your personal
satisfaction and
.
professional enrichment

OWENS CORNING/FIBERGLAS, a International Company, is
the pioneer and leading manufacturer of fibrous glasses with tens
of thousands of end use applications. At our Santa Clara Plant,
principle products include thermal and acoustical insulation,
glass fiber textile yarns, duct systems and roofing products.
Corporately, we are deeply engaged in extensive research and
development in the expanding new fields of Fiberglas reinforced
plastic applications, textile type products and the engineering
of new fabrication processes

WE ARE ACTIVELY SEEKING FALL AND SPRING GRADUATES WITH
MEs, CHEM Es, IEs AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGISTS!

you’ve nothing
to lose...

THE GREAT DICTATOR
with lack Oakie and Paulette Goddard

written, directed and scored by Charles Chaplin
Sunday
Two Shows
General Adm S1 50

October 28
7PM & 9:30 PM
Students $1.00

Student Union Ballroom

a

And you may be taking a
very positive step towards
your future. Contact your
CAMPUS PLACEMENT
OFFICE Today!

campus interviews
OCTOBER 29
MONDAY

If interview is not convenient, please forward your resume or
contact Brooks Bosse, Employment Supervisor, OWENS CORNING/
FIBERGLAS, 960 Central Expressway, Santa Clara, CA. 95052,
(408) 296-2525.

Owens-Corning is Fiberglas

OWENS/CORNING

FIBERGLAS
IPAIIIMAR,

An equal opportunity employer
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Richardson’s sculptures capture simplicity
in nature’s seasons, trees and a landscapes
Lake," a miniature tree is
alone in a remote scene,
casting one lonely shadow.
Outer areas are covered with
transparent frost which
softly touches a Winter
surface.
His patterned drawings
are also included in the 100piece collection. Besides
being an artform in itself,
the drawings serve the
function of demonstrating
the artist’s technique of
construction.
His
three-dimensional
island sculptures add to the
viewer’s interest. Made
primarily from fiberglass
and resin, each island
paradise has a removable
frame of water under which
lies a formation of land.
A grid pattern called,

SJSU professor

displays works
at Civic Gallery
By Terry Brinkerhoff
The artistic simplicity of
Samuel
Richardson,
reknown sculptor and SJSU
professor, can be seen in his
landscapes and drawings
now showing through Nov. 30
at the Civic Art Gallery of
San Jose, 110 S. Market St.
Richardson, a nationallyrespected sculptor, is a
graduate advisor who has
been teaching for seven
years at SJSU. His art has
also appeared in such cities
as New York and Chicago.
Pinpointing the seasons
and terrain of each work,
Richardson takes landscapes everyone has seen
before and does something
special with them.

"Nine Sections Of Snow In
And Around The Lake," is
interesting because it is
divided into squares showing
the different land masses.
"At This Section Of Land It
Is Late Spring On the Green
Grass Stands An Oak Tree,"
is a hanging sculpture
featuring a white landscape
surrounding the smooth
green areas of Richardson’s
superbly detailed tree.
Shadow patterns also
influence Richardson’s
work.
A slide display of a 36-foot
landscape he constructed
atop The Denver Art
Museum in Colorado took
build.
to
weeks
two
Characterized by three
vertical poles and canvas

Friday & Saturday
at 8:30 PM

Marq Lipton

Professor Samuel Richardson
Since 1968, Richardson has
focused on the isolation of
form and content in his work.

October

In his "It Is Early Fall And
The Gentle Slopping Valley
Cups The Rim Frosted

November

Fine Arts 1
Conductor Higo Harada,
and piano soloist John
Delevoryas, both members
of the SJSU faculty will
perform at the Faire.
Mozart’s "Piano Concerto
No. 24," William Boyce’s

"Symphony No. 1" and
"Serenade
Tchaikovsky’s

for Strings" will be the
highlights of the evening.

When you need
a pencil we get
the lead out.

Strand photos

A major retrospective of
the work of Paul Strand, an
known
internationally
photographer, is now on
display at the De Young
Memorial Museum through
December 30.
This exhibition spans the
master
85 -year -old
photographer’s career from
1915 to 1968. It includes early
studies of the streets and
people of his native New
York City and experiments
with abstraction of natural
forms to the timeless portraits of the people he saw on
his many travels abroad.

ors

That goes for any other kind of ort supplies you
might need, too
We’ve got the largest selection of all the big
names in art supplies that you’ll find anywhere.
No matter what you need
And you’ll find our prices are right.
Because we keep our pencil sharp.

Strand was also an important documentary filmmaker. "Manhatta," "The
Wave" and "Native Land,"
will be shown at the
De Young in the Trustees’
Auditorium at 1 and 3 p.m.
on November 24 and 25.

son Joie paint
and wallpaper co.
78 Valley Fair-San Joie
.248-4171
365 San Antonio Rd. Mt.View
.941-3600

470 APARTMENTS PRESENTS

NEW LOW RENTS
2 BR - $180 3 BR - $195
*

si‘
a

ALL RESIDENTS ELIGIBLE FOR DRAWING.
CHOICE OF FREE 10 SPEED BIKE, CASSETT RECORDER,
TENNIS EQUIPMENT OR CASH.
Under new management
Complete security system for ears and residents
Largest luxury units in college area
heated pool
Heavy shag carpets
Completely furnished - some with fireplaces
Monthly rental plan or senwster lease
Modest deposit - and you get it hack
if the unit is left as rented

Phone: 287,

759

ANNOUNCEMENTS
GUYS AND GALS! Join a collegf-age
BALLET class at Eufrazia School of
Basic "technique" for
Ballet
beginning dancers. Small classes
Beverly
attention
individual
Eufrazra Grant. Dir 241 1300
PRICES ARE BEST AT SAN JOSE
WATERBED CO. 454W. Santa Ciara
St 801 Almaden Ave
FRIDAY IT’S FRIDAY NITE COF
FEE HOUSE Live music and
goOdoes 8 12 10th and San Carlos
APPLICATIONS FOR AS PROGRAM
BOARD are now being accepted
Interested students should apply at
the Associated Students Office in the
Student Union

Lthr
craft tools & supplieS
Buckles, belt blanks, dye, rivets,
latigo, purse kits, patterns, advice
Orange Peal Craft Gallery 257 4798
YOGA. Individual lessons, Postures
suited to your body, health needs
and philosophy. Teacher
Craig
Wilson,
student
of
T.K.V
Desikachar, India. Call 327 5061,
Palo Alto
PARKING: 2 blocks from library 1600
per Month 293-4275
WEDNESDAY FLICKS "GREAT
WHITE HOPE" Oct 31 Student
Union Ballroom. 2 shows 7.30 & 10
pm. 500 Presented by A.S.

AUTOMOTIVE
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE
t.c
Student Refused 25 per cent OFF
FOR 30 CPA OR NON SMOKER
948 0223 Days
Eve 241 8813
ROOMY
RELIABLE,
FUNKY,
TRANSPORTATION! ’61 FALCON
STA WAGON REBUILT ENG &
GOOD
CAREL 4 NEW TIRES
5300 or best offer call 293COND
0031
’65 PLYMOUTH FURYATPBRH
New tires Romeo. Rebuilt Eng
brakes 1450 Phone 3714811 Day or
eve 206 0254
17 TRIA
IRS
Overdrive. Top con
dition best offer Call 14151 323 7189
or 321 7300 ex 4660
’64 VW BUS
CAMPER. ExCel cond
Eng Rebuilt. 773 0950 or offer 279
2933
PANEL, ’Si GMC Tremendous’ 5410
Call anytime 289 876.1
’67 Impala SS396, Good condition $420
Call anytime 289 1764
AUTO INSURANCE
TIRED OF
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS,
originators
of
Student
Auto
Insurance, who have been writing it
in their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years No student refused Cad 289
8681 or stop by 404 5 3rrt St , second
floor 13rd & San Salvador/

FOR SALE
Most major b
I quality stereo
components available at dealer cost
plus 10 percent Additional discounts
available on guaranteed used
equipment periodic specials below
dealer cost 252 2075 after 5 pm
SI SO,
POSTERS
LACKLIGHT
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT $23 95
2 FOOT S18.93 AND 18 INCHES
511 99. STROBE LIGHT 5 SI9 99. GAS
GLO BULBS 5330, PATCHES 750 &
GOODS
LEATHER
UP.
25
INSENSE
BINOCULARS
STICKS 290 PIPES 51 00 1 UP,
INDIA BEDSPREADS 1395 8. UP.
T ?SHIRTS 52 00 EACH, IRON ON
TRANSFER VARIETY 75c EACH
BROOKS, ORE San Fernando I Bik
from SJSU PhOnt 2925409
BOUGHT AND TRADED
Book Store 335 5 1st St
SiFair prices, fineSt selection of
used books IL records in San lose
We specialize in Sci Fiction. Social
Science and Contemporary Fiction
WINEMAKING
EQUIPMENT
41.
SUPPLIES Open eves 6 weekends
also complete selection of foreign S.
domestic wines L beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N Itro 2957430
OLD ENGLISH S
DOG PUPS. is
Weeks old, AKC Registered. 5100
Call 2774101
BOOKS

FOR SALE
Complete business
accounting library of nearly 200
items $IIS Phone laIS) 331 5791
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Course for Dec. 15 LSAT starts November 29.
Course for Feb. 9 LSAT starts January 23.
For complete information call today - (415) 254-7045
or write P.O. Box 54, Orinda, CA 94563
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The San aosc Theatre Guild

CHARLIE CHAPLIN FILM SERIES
"Great
Dictator’
Sun
Oct 28,
Student Union Ballroom 2 shows 70.
9 30 p
Students St Gen Public
Si 50 Presented by A.S.
FRIDAY FLICK IS Kelly’s Heroes"
An uncut, pure, wholesome war
comedy with Clint Eastwood, Don
Rickles. Donald Sutherland. et. al 2
Mows 7 IL 10 pm in MD Aud Oct. 26
by Alpha Phi Omega Only 50c

550

2\ -

Instruction exclusively in exam -taking techniques
used successfully by California Pre -Law Students.
Taught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers.

Pr, diced by

ADVENTURES IN ATTITUDES.
Growing by safe, proven exploration
of Self Others Starts Mon or Toes
eve 265 1282

at De Young

r.)1

COURSE TO MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

19-20
26-27
2-3

Montgomery Theatre,
San Jose Civic Auditorium
Market & San Carlos St.

Free campus Music Faire
presented by faculty tonight

c

PRE LAW STUDENTS
REGISTER NOW FOR
DECEMBER OR FEBRUARY
LSAT REVIEW

Student Tickets, $2.00

44

A free Music Faire will be
presented by the SJSU
Chamber Orchestra tonight
at 8:30 in the Concert Hall of
the music building.

surface, the structure was
developed due to the artists
investigation of shadow design.
Most of Richardson’s
creations display a layered
thickness encompassing a
black base, and also
seasonal changes. One
should not look for hidden
meanings in his work, instead his sculptures should
be viewed as the artist’s
impression of the world
around him.
Richardson feels that a
landscape with several trees
is very common and that a
single tree does all the lonely
things that an individual
person might do.

BARGAINS Old Pottery old jewelry
pict
frames books turn appl.,
clocks clothes tools radios records
trunks etc Thousands of items to
THE LOST FLEA
choose from
MARKET open Wed. thru Sun
FREE park S. admission 1940 S. 1st
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 400 per
Pound Any amount PhOne 193.7954
PISCEAN ft CO. haS some of the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you,
complete heated king size bed as low
as S103. Four locations 1. 331 N. 1st
287-7030. 2. 1528 W. San Carlos 294
1455 3. Cupertino K Mart Cntr. 1001
Sara. Sunnyvle Rd 996-1413. 4.
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd.
725.8221.

HELP WANTED
Job Opportunity for on.campuS
student interested in Astrology. If
you need extra cash send your
name, birthdate, year. place, & hour
of
birth
to
"CAMPUS
ASTROLOGY" Box 397, Aberdeen,
S Dakota. 57401. No lees, this is a
bonafide job offer."
TALENTED songwriters 8. creative
groups wanted by Music Publisher
Producer Call (406) 292 2222
MENWOMENI JOBS ON SHIPS! No
exper
required.
Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel Perfect summer
job or career. Send 13. for in
formation SEAFAX, Dept. J 9 P.0
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington
98362
Local office needs young men or
women with pleasant telephone
voice to do customer service work
No experience necessary, salary $2
to) 50 hr Call Mr Lewis 287 8454 or
286 8814
MEET MANAGER 12 units
generous rent allowance, handy
reliable couple, Bondable 796 1123
PART TIME GAL to watch office of
large apt complex Answer phones
accept rent payments show apts 52.
hr on Flex
schedule to include
Sundays Phone 1971700
SWIM
COACH
PART
TIME
POSITION late afternoons I’ 7 to 2’ /
hrs, 3 to 5 days a week during school
year & daily during summer. Must
be avail for 10 mos starting Nov 5
to end of Aug Min Pay $100 a rno.
possible to increase to 5700 293 2293.
WANTED: PIANO PLAYER to play
with banio band (old time music/
weekends Call 356 2404, Los Gatos
GRAD STUDENT TO ASSIST IN
RESEARCH ft WRITING OF M.A.
THESIS (Chicano Power) Fee
Call Antonio 964-4931
negotiable
(day) 2640946 Intel
MEN & WOMEN DRIVERS for ice
cream, candy, soft drink route
Arrange a work schedule cow
potable with class schedule 30 to 50
Per cent comm Tropical Ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 797 4220
RN’S AIDES AND ORDERLIES. Full
or part time Best pay in Bay Area
Pick your hrs. 293-0112
BASYSITTER for one child 911 Tu.
Th Fri, 1 blks from campus, call
787 5493
Australia,
JOBS
OVERSEAS
Europe, S America. Africa, etc.
Students all professions & oc
cupalions 5700 to 13000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime Fee.
Write. trans world
information
research co dept a 1, P0. 840 403,
Corte Madera, CA 94930
DRIVER, STOCK CLERK Energetic
young man to work in Cold Storage
Warehouse, & to make occasional
light deliveries Must know city well,
& have goOd driving record Steady,
part time work 52.25 hr 294 4900,
Mrs Ernrn
WANTED: Girl to clean duplex in
campus area Reasonable pay 374
6359

HOUSING
I

Earrn house for rent, walking
distance to campus 5350 my Call
226 2565 or 794 5994

CAMPUS.
THE
ROOMS ACROSS
Boys 468 5 6th St. & 99 S. 91h from
140 shared or 579 put Girls 182 S.
10th from $65 mo.
Utilities pd.
Elegant rooms newly decorated,
apply after 4 pm or call 295.8514
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Cued
All facilities for students. 79.50 sh. to
109 SO single. 202 5 11th Phone 2937374
HOUSE -Well
FERNANDO
SAN
located for serious students maid IL
Color TV Kitchen,
linen serv
Parking. 69.50 to 69.50. 137 E. San
Fernando 793 6345
TOWNHOUSES, 2 Bdrm. SIsS my
New carpet, swimming pool, air
free parking & private
cond
balcony Perfect choica 51 S 191.
Mgr Apt. 3 Call Cliff 7953962
CLEAN. COMFORTABLE, FUR.
NISHED ONE BEDROOM APT
S130 5335. 8th St Call 388 7474 or
3 BDRM. FURN. APT . w w carpeting
AEK. $225. 695 S 17th 275-1974
WILLOW GLEN WEST APTS. Would
be a fine quiet place to live & study
Swim
pool, saunas, rec
room,
pleasant spacious grnds
All the
modern
features,
2,3
Bdrrn
townhouses Starting 5175 10 min
from campus. 2118 Canoes Gardens
Ave al Old Almaden Rd 266-1474
LARGE CARPETED 2 Eldrrn. Apt.
Furnished Grnd Floor Quiet 536 5.
0th St Apt No 9 295 7094
THE MARIAN ROSE Apts. Neat 2
berm AEK cots drps, Water pd.
Couple 1167 S 6th St. $140.
MEN Large, cheerful rooms. wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 S 11th St
Female Roommate Own room + ’.2
bath $73.75 call 297 5368 NOW!
FEMALES to share 3 berm, 2 bth hse.
10 min from SJS fireplace 85 rno. or
DBL up S100 share UN 758-0440
LIVE IN &CARE for 2 Children 17641
after ilIPM 6 days Room & Board 1’
5100 (girl) 787 1502
LARGE HOUSE available Nov. 1st
Garage & parking for max of
students 266 7788
NICE ROOM FREE in exchange for
occasional babysitting Children
attend day care center & mother
attends 5.15 full time Grad student
or upper div female pref Call 241
4416 after 6 Pm
MANAGERSTUDENT wants hep
male roomy under 22 to share 2
berm apt low rent in exchange for
light duhes
Bdrm NM, needed
266 60(12
SUPER LARGE 1 bdrm apt I 1.3 bath.
sunny, new carpets, ideal for 3 ’7
bill from campus 439 S 4th St 998
8619 S150
SHARE A MT. HOME WITH A
Open for student or
COUPLE
couple Very quiet & peaceful in ml
above Los Gatos Wardell or Cherro
353 2019
CLEAN, COMFOPTABLE, FURNISHED ONE BEDROOM APT,
5130 633 5 11th St Call 268 7474 or
298 7332
Quiet irg rooms,
APTS. FOR RENT
W W
studios IS I Bdrms
turn
I
carpets, swim pool, rec room
Bdrm $130 Studios S100 670 S 9th
St S J
FEMALE ROOMATE WANTED to
share 2 bdrrn house w 3 other girls
Prefer sr
non smoker $57 SO rho.
793 2338
1 BEDROOM FURNISHED APT,
block from library Pets OK 5120
per month Call 2977307
SPACE
block from
OFFICE
campus on 4th St Can be used as
work studio $AO month Call 267 7387
GIRLS: 2 berm turn apartment $130
3 berm furnished apartment 1165 1
berm
furnished apartment 5115
Studio apartment furnished 5100. All
apartments reduced
’7 blk SJSU
449 So 10th St 10 a rn 2 30 P
WANTED:Instructor wishes to sub let
or rent 2 or 3 bedroom house from
January or February to June or
August Call 277 2817
FOR RENT -Large 2 berm turn house
656 5 91h St Girls only Call Mgr
after 5 pm 797 11309 or drop by at 674
S 9th St No 1
I Bdrm face apt. for rent, girls only
Call 297 8309 after 5pm or see Mgr
at 674 5 nth St No 1

$125.
2 berm, unfurn
apt drapes, laundry fac . extra
storage 748 Forestdale Ave No 2
294 5840 or 793 1066
1128. 4 min drive frorn SJSU 2 berm
unfurn apt WW carpet, drapes,
laundry fac
Small pet OK 748
Forestdale Ave. No 3 293 1066 or 294
5840
LARGE STUDIO apartment 195
Medium 1 Bedroom apartment 5170.
Large 2 bedroom apartment 5150
625 South 10th Street
1, 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS, kon rent.
burn & unfurn near 5.15U. call 293
7796 or 294.9535
block
ROOM W KIT. PRIV. UM,
from campus 795 5th, 575 my 160 if
willing to give 4 hrs. daily phone

coverage.

LOST: Female German Shorthair, 6
mos grey & brown Lost near 15th &
San Antonio 10 15 REWARD 298
4221
FOUND: Kitten Dk Grey white Ing.
hair male
poss 7 wks old Found
10-14 at 7th & Williams 292 3530 or
960-104.
LOST: drk blue Far West ski locket
Gen campus area after Sat football
game Call 797 1869 REWARD

PERSONALS
UNWANTED
HAIR
REMOVED
PERMANENTLY 235 E
Santa
511 294 4499
Clara Street Rm
Nantelle
Disabled man desires female corn
panion to help him with apt maint
in exchange for FREE RENT, Call
after 5 PM, Bryan Hall 298 2308
PR !MALE() ROOMMATES wanted
to share, house, sound proof r0Orn,
Call Maria Elena 296 6396 after S.
weekends
FRIDAY FLICKS is "kelly’s HerOs"
An uncut, pure, wholesome war
Comedy with Clint Eastwood, Don
Rirkles, Donald Sutherland, et al 2
shows 7 & 10 pm on MO Aud. Oct 26
26 by Alpha Phi Omega Only 50c

PHOTOGRAPHY WEDDINGS MS
FREE color slides
Advertising.
Portraits, PR 175 0596
STUDENT
TYPING
NEAR
MERIDIAN 8. CURTNER EX
PERIENCED 2632154
TYPING,
FAST,
ACCURATE.
ELECTRIC, CALL 377 5142 AFTER
12 00 pm MARCIA REYNOLDS

curate and dependable
249 2864

IBM. Near campus 707-4355

"SPROUTS" SANDWICHES. All
kinds for lunch & dinner
Open
Sundays 121 E San Salvador near
the university
PRE -SCHOOL CHILD CARE
LAY
GROUP lam to 6 prn Willow Glen.
Sit 5 per day or 75 cents hr 2845063
PISCEAN 8, CO. comes thru with
complete
bicycle
110 Speed
specialists) parts. sales & service at
Friendly
student prices, nearby
helpful service We carry Piscean,
Ross,
Regina,
Bridgestone,
mossberg, Magner., 331 N 1st 287
7030
BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
for LOWEST Bay area rates 0138
includes gold & white album 60
color printsof your choice full set of
ALL
BRIDE
KEEPS
slides
Extra full color 8 X
NEGATIVES
Staff
of
20
10’s
51 25 each
an
ap
photographers
Make
then
pointment see our samples
decide. Open every evening until 10
pm for FREE Bridal Packet Call
257 3161
WRITING
Assistance
277 3993

AND
Typing,

RESEARCH
Editing. Call

RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service Call Esche’s
251 2598
STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per Page
close to campus, Phone 998 1869

TRANSPORTATION

SERVICES

TYPING OF ALL KINDS

Home

AM FM STEREO ELECTROPHONIC
Amp w slide controls & circular
black light dial 2 yr old 5125 374
2457
TYPIST -FAST, Accurate
Can edit
Master’s etc
Near is/CC. Mrs.
Aslanian
298 4104
TYPING: Reasonable, experienced S.
fast IBM Selectric with symbols
font for technical typing No editing.
Call, 2632739
TYPING

LOST FL FOUND

Emmerich

ALL KINDS OF TYPING in my
Reasonable Rates 264-4928

TV’S
FOR
RENT SPECIAL
STUDENT RATE 510 000er Month.
Call 377 2935
PIANO ACCOMPANIST Forvocal
Studio Able to play Arias & Sends
Westside 379 1648

Fast, ac
Mrs

Santa

Alice

Clara

FRIDAY FLICK is "kelly’s Heros"
An uncut. pure, wholesome, war
comedy with Cleat Eastwood, Don
Rockies, Donald Sutherland, et al 2
shows 7 8. 10 pm in MD Au.] Dot 26
by Alpha Phi Omega Only 50c
BABY SITTING on my home. South
San Jose MWF. preschool $1 an
hour for one, $1.50 for two, Call Deb
570 4097, 010

EUROPE ’ISRAEL AFRICA Student
tioghts all year round CONTACT
ISCA, 11667 San Vicente Blvd. Apt’
No 4 L A Calif 90049 TEL
12131
826.5669 or 17141 2073010
FLYING SOON? Well "It pays to be
young with TWA" Your TWA
Campus
Representative
Bill
Crawford (275 72621 can help you
make your GETAWAY Fly at 18 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport
Take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 215 7262 for information after
5 00 For reservations call 79116600
or yaw local travel agent
EUROPEAN CHARTERS.
schedules asqhuabie
Teachers
Services 4616 Vista Long Beach
901103 433 1114
PILOTS GROUND SCHOOL, 4 day
course Nov 10, 11, 12, IA Private
140 Comm 575 Taught by certified
tit & grnd instructor Bob. 277 8230
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State defrays Athletics department
foundation costs circulates illegal flyers
From page one
Many of the foundation
workers are on the state
payroll and their salaries are
reimbursed to the state by
the foundation. But this
doesn’t include the time that
university officials such as
President John H. Bunzel,
who are on the board of
directors of the foundation,
put into foundation work.
Included on the board of
directors besides President
Bunzel are Glenn E. Guttormsen, SJSU director of
business affairs, Dr. Burton
R. Brazil, executive vice
president, and Dr. Hobert W.
vice
Burns, academic
president.
The foundation pays out a
total of about $130,000 in
salaries and wages.
It also has about $580,000
invested in various stocks,
bonds, and mutual funds to
protect against loss due to
inflation.
Not a bank
Dr. Gail P. Fullerton, dean
of graduate studies and
research, and also on the
of
board
foundation’s
directors, emphasized that
the foundation is not "just a
bank where you put in money
and then take it out."
She pointed out that the
bookkeeping operations are
extensive because the
granting agencies want
every penny they spend
accounted for. She said two
full-time accountants are on

Prof unfair

the foundation payroll.
The federal government
audits estimate it costs eight
per cent to run the accounts
through the books, according
to Dr. Fullerton.
"If we did not have it (the
foundation) we would have
to run the projects through
the state controller and that
is a much slower process,"
she contended.
No violation
Regarding the claims of
state money covering indirect costs, Miguel A.
Mojica, auxilliary financial
manager for the chancellor’s
office had this to say:
"No way. There is no such
thing. I have recently been
involved in conducting a
review of grants within the
California State University
and College system and I
found that the operation at
SJSU was so clean that I only
took four hours to complete
the review."
Fullerton agreed, saying
the only costs the state might
be helping with a some small
electrical costs but that the
state approves of this.
The school itself is making
something out of the foundation’s projects in that
equipment bought with grant
money is passed on to it for
free after the project is
completed.
At any rate everything
seems to be legitimate as far
as what shows on the
foundation’s books because
auditors from the state, the
trustees, as well as those
hired by the foundation itself
haven’t found anything to
complain about yet.

From page one
The
rule
claims,
"students, faculty, and

Abortion
talk slatpd
Abortion treatment and
counseling will be discussed
at 3 p.m. next Wednesday at
the Women’s Center, Ninth
and San Carlos streets.
Pat Potter, director of the
Women’s Clinic in San Jose,
will be the guest speaker.
Potter will also conduct
group discussions with interested women on improvements that could be
made to better serve the
female community.

college employees may
distribute
the
above
materials
on
campus
providing the time, place
and manner have been
registered at the Office of the
Student Union Scheduling
Clerk."
Brown also questioned the
use of school personnel in
distributing the materials,
and the manner in which
they were handed out.
Along with the "Vote
Arena" pamphlets, the
department
distributed
mimeographed memoranda
to
each department
secretary through Sally
Hawk,
Intercollegiate
Athletics
Department
secretary.
The
memorandums,
printed on pink paper, and

dated Oct. 19 said, "Please
distribute to your faculty
members. Thank you."
we
"We didn’t know
were supposed to," John
Caine, department sports
director, said, when asked
why intercollegiate athletics
did not comply with the code.
Caine, a county arena
committee member, said the
paper
used
for
the
memorandums came from
the arena committee, and
was not SJSU paper.

THE ORIGINAL
3 STRIPE
SHOE

ALL SIZES
Over 100 models in stock
Open Sundays

adidas
THE
INSTEP
1154 Saratoga Ave., S.J.
Maple Leaf Plaza 296-5777

TODAY
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT trill be
held today at nuon to the S U Ballroom
Admission is free
DRAMA: And Miss Reardon Drinks A
little’ will be presented a, Use University
Theatre tonight and tomorrow night at I
Admission is
fur students and children
and $2 for everyone else
FRIDAY FLICKS presents ’Kelly’s
Heroes" in Morris Dailey Auditor.. at 7
Admission is SO cents
and 10 p
CHESS CLUB will meet m the S ii
Cali. era, ROOM at noun
will
itieet al 3 pa, in the 5 U
MECHA
Cal.
. Room
HAUNTED H OUSE from 9 p m to 1 a m on
the 12th floor of West Hall Admission is 25
tents
LECTL’RE: Discussion in "Graduate
Studies in Humanistic Psychology" by Dr
C Singh Welke will be held at 7 30 p m. at
V.SI Yale St in Palo Alto Admission is free
SATURDAY
MARCH against the President .111 begin at
the bid building at 10 am and march to
University at Santa Clara The public is
invited
SUNDAY
FILM: The Charlie Chaplin classic film
’The Great Dictator." will he shown in Olt

DO YOUR OWN
FREE
GREASE
& GEAR
OIL

MOW

(s-

TOOLS
& EQUIPMENT
GALORE
FREE USE OF TOOLS WITH
LOW RENTAL SPACE

GAS
Ethyl
Regular
41’
38’

Spartaguide

TUNE-UP
AND SAVE $20
BRAKE JOB AND
SAVE $40
IsCARBURETOR
ADJUSTMENT
AND SAVE $20
MON-FRI 6PM-10PM
SAT 10AM10PM

LIFT RATES $4 per hr.
W
WITHOUT
LIFT $3 per hr.

S U Ballroom at 7 end 9 30 p m Admission
is 11 for students and It 50 for the public
MONDAY
BABA! STUDENT FORt’M will meet at I
p ci m the S U Calaveras Room
I.SAT will feature a prep course for Chicano
law students at 7 p M in Classroom B of
Bongo Hall at the University of Santa Clara
NAVIGATORS will meet at 7 30 pm iv
apartment 13 at 170 S Ilth Sb
CALIFORNIA STATE INTERNATIONAL.
PROGRAM will have a special presentation
Monday and Tuesday from 9.30 a m to 1
pm in the S U Costanoan Room

OPEN
Monday thru Saturday
8 :00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

PURITAN OIL
CO.
4th & F

THE TOWER SALOON
Come and

A

see the

San Jose of bygone days,
Trollev cars, electric towers
and Keystone Kops.
Colici Shop open

:00 a.m. - woo p.m.

Lunch from
:uo .1.m. until 5:00 p.m. eery weeltda
Saloon open 11:00 a.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Monday - Friday and soon on Saturdays

SUNDAYS 10AM to 6PM, S15
OTHER DAY RATES AVAILABLE

DO-IT-YOURSELF
AUTO
REPAIRINc
2970 DAYLIGHT WAY 266-4601

163 West Santa Clara Street
San Jose, California
201-2110

JUST OFF SO. 1st (Monterey Hwy.)
BETWEEN CURTNER & CAPITAL EXPWY.

in grading
From page one
"Of course he is free to
speak to my students," Dr.
Dutton said "He can’t give a
talk, though. I have more
important things to get
done."
Although he was not
aware a meeting had been
held discussing his grading
procedures, Dr. Dutton said
at the time he was not
against what they were
doing, but how they were
going about it.
’There is a fairness
committee to evaluate these
kinds of problems. Mine and
other instructors’ grading
methods have been brought
before them many times,"
he noted.
An
introduction
to
philosophy course at the
university level is not easy,
according to the professor,
although it depends on the
student’s background.
"Much of the problem lies
in the fact that many
students can’t put a sentence
together, not to mention a
paragraph. But I’m loathe to
to tell them to get out," the
instroctor said.
Although a sheet is handed
out to each student at the
beginning of the semester
outlining the course and
pointing out every major
detail of the class, many
students do not take this
information seriously,
Dutton said.

Take
a
Levi’s
trip.
Make it to the Gap
the world’s greatest
selection of Levi’s’.
Over 4 tons per store.
L evi’sthats all we
carry. From Levi’s for
gals To Levi’s Sta-Prest
Pants Good trip.
For

6eipsta,
1811 W. San Carlos
Between
Bascom & Meridian

Your first
tampon
should
be a
Kotex
tampon.

Free
with every

A Big Red
new account
or your choice of Tote Bag
Welcome. And do come open an account and get
your free Big Red, Parker’s famous old-time Big
Red pen. Comes equipped with both ball point and
felt tip filler.
Or, if you’d rather have an excellent tote bag in
denim cloth, take that instead. Your choice of
either a shoulder strap or back strap bag.

Because only Kotex
tampons have soft,
rounded ends... gentle
insertion guides
instead of two bulky
tubes.., and more
protection than the
leading brand. But
the only way to be
convinced is to let a
Kotex tampon be
your first one

You will also be presented with a special Hongkong
Bank CSUSJ red check book cover. Plus free
checks with your name
and address.

If it
wasn’t,
here’s a
second
chance.

We have a handy location in San Jose, only two
blocks from the campus, right at South First and
San Antonio. Our staff will be pleased to answer
any questions you may have.
HONGKONG
BANK
stiELIFIVABIN
BRITISH

Fut a i, s,te package n 01..,
tamp,sI,lamponsl a prite purse
conlaner and a,.y elplanalOry
boos entitled ’Tell II Like II
mail tnis Old., orm with 250 in gain
d.er ma,iind and handling 10

Come in and start the school year properly, with a
good pen, or a good bag; and a good bank.

Unbelievably British

Rotes tampons
Boa 551 CM
Neenah, Wisconsin 54956

The Hongkong Bank
of California

2(11 South First Street, San Jose -286-3905
San Jose

San Francisco

Sacramento

Beverly Hills Los Angeles

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Encino Carson

